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Welcome to our holiday Programme for 2022 
Bluebird Coaches is a long established family run company operating a high quality fleet of over 20 vehicles from 
premises in Weymouth. Unlike some tour operators we own our coaches.  Our tour coaches are all less than 5 
years old and offer reclining seats with seat-belts, air suspension, wide panoramic and tinted windows and are fully 
air-conditioned. For your comfort there is an on-board toilet/washroom and drinks facility.  We always specify that 
fewer seats are fitted into a longer than usual vehicle, meaning our coaches provide more leg-room than other 
operators standard coaches.  You will find all of our drivers and couriers to be helpful and enthusiastic and care that 
you get the most from your holiday. They will be on hand at all times to ensure your complete satisfaction. Backed 
by our experience and reputation of over 95 years you are assured a rewarding holiday with many happy memories.
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Holidays

finanCial seCUriTy sTaTemenT The combination of travel services offered 
to you is a package within the meaning of the Package Travel and Linked Travel 
Arrangements Regulations 2018.  
Therefore, you will benefit from all rights applying to packages; Bluebird Coaches 
(Weymouth) Ltd will be fully responsible for the proper performance of the 

package as a whole. Additionally, as required by law, Bluebird Coaches (Weymouth) Ltd have protection in place to refund 
your payments and, where transport is included in the package, to ensure your repatriation in the event that they become 
insolvent.   Bluebird Coaches (Weymouth) Ltd are members of the Bonded Coach Holiday Group, overseen by The 
Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust Limited. This is a government approved consumer protection scheme. This 
ensures that in relation to the coach package holidays described in this brochure (or website) that a Bond, which may be 
called upon in the unlikely event of the members Insolvency, protects the clients’ monies. Clients are recommended to inspect 
the current membership certificate at our registered office or alternatively go to www.bch-uk.org or telephone 0207 240 3131 
to confirm current membership. Your attention is also drawn to the Bonded Coach Holiday Group Trading Charter that will 
apply to these coach package holidays. 
Details of the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 can be found at The Package Travel and 
Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 (legislation.gov.uk)  

We are a member of The ConfederaTion of Passenger TransPorT UK (CPT) 
and a CoaChmarqUe ComPany 

The ConfederaTion of Passenger TransPorT UK (CPT) is the trade association 
representing Britain’s coach and bus operators. CPT is recognised by the Government and 
is the focus for consultation and negotiation on national and international legislation, local 
regulation, operation pratices and engineering standards. 
 
CoaChmarqUe is the only universally recognised kite mark of quality in the UK coach 
industry. It is concerned with all aspects of the business and not just the coach itself. All 
CoachMarque companies operate to a strict set of criteria and are regularly assessed by an independent third party to 
ensure compliance with the highest standards of operation. 

COACH TOURISM
ASSOCIATION
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WHERE WE ARE GOING IN 2022

The number (in brackets) 
shown after each place 

name on the map refers to 
the brochure page number 
on which the tour appears.

Please note – maP noT To sCale

Cheshire (13, 28)

london (5, 28, 37) 
royal Windsor 
steam express (21)

switzerland (18)

national memorial arboretum (7)

heart of  
england (21)

Jersey (12)

rutland Water (10)
gardens of  
snowdonia (15) 
Welsh Wilderness 
railways (23)

Ultimate ireland (16)

southern scotland (27)

ireland’s east (30)

Wild scottish highlands (17)

Cumbria  
rail & sail (19)

dunster (37)

northumbria (20)

edinburgh (22)

english riviera (5)
south devon (24)

disneyland® (24)

Waterways of Catalonia (11)

suffolk (23)

Tuscany (29)

lake iseo (6)

monschau (14)

olde england (33)
shropshire (39)

Paris (32)

Thursford (35)

norway (26)

harz mountains (36)

marco Pierre White (31)

Cornwall (33)

austria (38)

scotland Carols 
on the loch (34)

dutch waterways Cruise (8) 
holland - flowers (25)

holland Tulip Train (9)

The shires (28)



dePosiTs A deposit of £50 per person is required to confirm a reservation. Please be aware that deposits are non-
refundable nor transferable but may be covered by a travel insurance policy for peace-of-mind. 

ConfirmaTions We will issue a confirmation invoice within 7 days of receiving your deposit. A full tour itinerary and our 
booking conditions (BCH Trading Charter) will be provided at this time 

PaymenT of balanCe The balance of the tour price will be due for settlement not less than 8 weeks before departure and 
this date will be shown on your confirmation invoice. Reminders are not sent so we ask that you note this date carefully. 

single TraVellers Single Bedded Rooms may incur a supplement and, if applicable, this is indicated by SRS in the tour 
price panel.

Useful information 
about your booking

4 Call our Reservations Team on 01305 782353

PiCKing UP PoinTs All holidays may be joined within the 
catchment area shown here. Many intermediate villages are also 
served and we will consider picking up out of this area for group 
bookings. In order to ensure the most effective route and to 
avoid lengthy pickups, we do not publish an advance schedule 
of timings. However, we shall endeavor to arrange a point as 
convenient to your home as possible and will inform you of this 
arrangement within 2 weeks of departure 
 
PiCK-UP Times 
As a rough guide the following start times are inferred: 
“Very early” 00:01 to 04:00 
“Early” 04:00 to 06:00 
“Morning” 06:00 onwards 
 
blUebird TraVel ClUb gives passengers the opportunity to collect rewards and 
redeem them against future travel with us – the more you ride the more you save!  
Passengers can collect Bluebird stamps on a Free Travel Card every time they ride on 
our coach – our driver will award 1 stamp on a day trip, and 2 stamps on a holiday.  

 
Collect 10 stamps and you can claim a  
£30 discount on their next booking! 
 
seaT alloCaTions 
Choose your seat at time of booking and 
keep the same seat for the duration of your 
holiday.

yeoVil sherborne

ringWoodblandford

bridPorT

WeymoUTh

PorTland

sWanage
Corfe CasTle

Wool

dorChesTer

bere regis
ferndoWn

boUrnemoUTh
Poole

Wimborne

Wareham



A short break in 
London to do 
exactly what you 
want – no ties, no pre-
booked visits or planned 
excursions – the time is yours to 
dispose of as you wish.  London 
has so much to offer it might be 
difficult to decide what to 
include.  The famous landmarks 
are all there and easy to explore on foot – The London Eye, Big Ben, 
Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square – or you can hop-on and off a 
sightseeing red double decker bus. The shopping opportunities of 
Oxford Street and Regent Street where the major retailers have their 
flagship stores should not be missed.  Most of the National Museums 
and Galleries are free to enter and there are countless other attractions 
such as Madame Tussauds, the London Dungeon, HMS Belfast, The 
Tower, River Cruises … and so much more.  

Set sail around 
the world with 
this new 
introduction to our 
programme – lots of 
entertainment and fun on-
board the SS Howden. The 
winds are fair and sea 
conditions calm and once   
all of you “land-lubbers” are 
boarded we cruise to a series of exciting   
destinations without actually leaving dry land! There is a themed menu 
appropriate to each foreign port as well as more traditional choices, and 
the restaurant will be decorated to match the country. Staff will be 
dressed in national costumes or maybe as a famous son. Guests may be 
searched before boarding to prevent any contraband being smuggled 
onboard – your hosts do like to have a laugh along the way!

Cruising on the 
English Riviera 
5 Days – Sunday 6th to Thursday 10th March 

The Freedom  
of London 
2 Days - Saturday 12th to Sunday 13th March 
 
CHEAPER THAN LAST YEAR!
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation,  

/ English breakfast 

/ Themed evening dinners 

/ bingo and entertainment programme,  

/ Steam train fare 

/ Model village entry fee. 

 

5 Days  

£399 
SRS: £40

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 1 night hotel accommodation 

/ Buffet breakfast. 

 

 

2 Days  

£130 
SRS: £40

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure from Dorset with a stop at Buckfast Abbey. Continue to 
Torquay where you embark your “cruise liner” and check-in to your “cabins”. Dinner is 
served as we set sail for our first exotic destination – China, Italy, Australia maybe? 
Monday  Once we have docked and cleared customs you will join a vintage train from 
Paignton to Kingswear – 30 minutes under steam in the Great Western tradition. At 
Kingswear take the passenger ferry across the River Dart, to Dartmouth where a 
multitude of attractions beckon the tourist. Back on-board this evening we hoist 
anchor and sail for our second exciting destination – India, France, Florida?? 
Tuesday  Arrive in port and the day is at your leisure (in Torquay) to explore the palm 
lined promenade, busy harbour and distinctly continental flavour, it ensures a lively 
atmosphere all year round. This evening once all back on-board we shall slip our 
moorings and sail on to another foreign land – France, Egypt, Argentina??? 
Wednesday  Welcome to the mystical kingdom of “who knows where”. We shall be 
visiting Babbacombe model village this morning – an incredible miniature world 
showcasing hundreds of scenes set in gorgeous gardens.  Later make the short drive 
to Brixham, a wonderful old port with a history of fishing and smugglers. Back on-
board tonight we head out to sea en-route to our final destination – Russia, Cuba, 
Hawaii???? 
Thursday  We arrive at the end of our cruise, where our coach is waiting to collect you 
for the homeward journey.  A short stop on Teignmouth seafront completes our visit 
to the English Riviera. There is another stop at Otter Nursery for spring bedding and 
bulbs and return to Dorset that afternoon. 
NB: “Cruise” itinerary is for example only – actual itinerary will be provided prior to 
departure. 

Holiday Hotel 
Howden Court Hotel, Torquay 
Built in 1860, this traditional seaside hotel retains much original charm and 
splendid architectural features, while offering modern facilities and a warm family-
run welcome. Just 30 bedrooms, all of which offer private bathroom, tv, hairdryer 
and tea tray with lift access to most (not top floor). The highly praised restaurant 
provides a full English breakfast and 3 course evening dinners and adjacent is the 
spacious bar which hosts bingo and the live entertainment. The hotel is surrounded 
by landscaped gardens and is just a 15 minute walk along a private pathway to the 
seafront and harbour.

Holiday Hotel 
Copthorne Tara Hotel, Kensington 
A modern 4 star hotel situated just a 3 minute stroll from Kensington High Street 
and its famous museums, shops, restaurants and tube station – it puts you right at 
the centre of things. All bedrooms provide private bathroom with toiletries, hairdryer, 
television, phone, free wifi, fridge, tea tray and air-con. The Restaurant provides a 
buffet breakfast each morning. Dinner is available if you care to dine here – 
although there are plenty of eateries nearby. The Bar is a comfortable place to 
socialise in the evening. Concierge can arrange theatre tickets, taxis etc, and room 
service is available. Lifts serve all floors. There is a fitness room for guests use.

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday  Morning  departure from Dorset direct to Central London. Arrive at the hotel 
around 11:30am – the luggage can be stored securely at reception and you can check-
in at any time after 4pm (or later that evening).  The remainder of the day is free for 
you to discover our historic and exciting capital city. 
Sunday  Full Cooked Buffet Breakfast is included at the hotel.  The morning and early 
afternoon are at your leisure in London.  Our coach will be departing from the hotel at 
6pm to head homewards – return to Dorset that evening. 



Lake Iseo is one of the best kept secrets of Northern Italy – a hidden jewel set deep in the mountains 
between the more famous Lake Garda and Lake Como. It is a great destination for those wanting to 
explore a little off the beaten track where picturesque lakeside villages are less commercially 
exploited by tourism and retain their authentic atmosphere – although cared for they are less prettied 
up for visitors. A great way to fully appreciate these surroundings is the multi-sensory ride on-board 
“The Train of Flavours” – a vintage train that wraps around the lake and embraces wonderful views 
and charming towns while you are served local delicacies and fine wines. The natural, artistic, historic 
and cultural richness of the lake are brought to you on a plate, and on rails!  We have engaged the services of an English speaking guide to escort the 
sightseeing excursions in Italy and so benefit from their local knowledge and experience.

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 2 x overnight hotel Saarbruecken 

/ 5 nights hotel in Ome  / Half board meals 

/ Wine/water included with dinner at Ome 

/ Local guide services in Italy  

/ Headsets for guide commentary 

/ Train of Flavours journey 

/ Aperitif and lunch on train 

/ Boat cruise to Monte Isola 

/ Visit to Castello di Grumello  
with wine tasting 

Italy - Lake Iseo  
& The Train of Flavours 
8 Days – Thursday 17th to Thursday 24th March

Holiday Hotel 
Hotel La Fonte, Franciacorta 
Located in the small town of Ome, just 10 minutes drive from the shores of Lake Iseo, this 60 bedroom 4 star hotel is large enough to provide all expected facilities, and small 
enough to offer a very personal service. Bedrooms are spacious, elegantly furnished and use both marble and parquet to create comfortable spaces. They provide private 
bathroom with hairdryer and toiletries, television, minibar, phone, safe, balcony and air-conditioning. There is a lounge bar serving cocktails and local wines where you can also 
benefit from the free wifi. The Don Camillo restaurant is highly regarded and the pride of the hotel, serving authentic homemade cuisine using ingredients fresh from local farms. 
You can relax in the hotels private garden or take the sun on the terrace. A lift serves all floors and English is widely spoken by the staff.

Holiday Itinerary 
Thursday  Very early morning departure from Dorset 
via Eurotunnel crossing to France and onwards to 
Saarbruecken area for overnight stay in a good 3 or 4 
star hotel with dinner and breakfast. 
Friday  Southbound we ascend the Alps into 
Switzerland and cross into Northern Italy. A welcome 
drink while the bags are portered and after settling in 
enjoy a three course dinner with choice of menu, 
wine/water/tea/coffee included. 
Saturday  Maybe the highlight of your holiday. We 
make the short drive to Pisogne at the northern end of 
Lake Iseo. Here we board the vintage “Train of 
Flavours” which winds its way south along the shore, 
passing over viaducts and through tunnels, providing 
unsurpassed views of waterside villages and often 
running right at the lake shoreline. An aperitif and 
lunch featuring local delicacies is served during the 
journey. On arrival at Sulzano we transfer to a boat 
which takes us onto the lake to Monte Isola, a 600 
metre high mountain that rises from the water and is 
dominated by the Shrine of Madonna della Ceriola atop 
the mountain. Spend time discovering the pretty 

fishing village of Peshiera Maraglio before returning by 
boat to Iseo. Here our coach awaits you to make the 
short drive back to our hotel. 
Sunday  Visit the town of Mantua, a Renaissance jewel 
rich in culture and art treasures. A guided tour will 
show us the 4 main squares, themselves masterpieces 
of great architecture. We shall learn about the Gonzaga 
family and how they transformed their home into one 
of Italy’s largest museums.  This afternoon travel to 
the town of Borghetto, where the beauties of nature 
blend with medieval cultural heritage. A stroll through 
the pretty town discovers restored water mills, the 
parish church dedicated to St Mark the Evangelist, the 
Visconteo Bridge and Scaligero Castle. 
Monday  Lake Garda South. Today we visit Italy’s 
largest lake, the enormity of which creates its own 
Mediterranean micro-climate where olives, lemons and 
palms thrive. This morning stop in Sirmione, set on a 
narrow peninsula stretching out into the lake and 
guarded by one of Italy’s best preserved castles. The 
busy old town with its narrow streets, shops, cafes and 
gelatos is the perfect place to enjoy lunch and take in 
the views. This afternoon we call into the town of 
Garda, which gives the lake its name, and is set in the 

most stunning location on its shores. 
Tuesday  Today head north and round the top of Lake 
Iseo to discover its western shore. Stop in Lovere, one 
of the most beautiful hamlets in Italy. Squeezed 
between lake and mountain it looks like a large 
amphitheatre with buildings of good taste and perfect 
architectural sense. Then drive down the west shore 
through Tavernola Bergamasca to Sarnico for a lunch 
stop. Airy piazzas, lakeside shops and naturally 
beautiful surroundings make it a pleasant place to 
pause. In the afternoon visit the estate of Castello di 
Grumello in the Valcalepio – a medieval fortress built in 
1200 which later became an aristocratic manor house. 
It’s winery is one of the oldest in Italy and produces 
some of the highest quality wines – we shall visit the 
castle, it’s vineyard and enjoy a tasting. 
Wednesday  We begin our homeward journey, crossing 
the Alps and into Germany for overnight stay at a good 
3 or 4 star hotel in the Saarbruecken area with dinner 
and breakfast. 
Thursday  Across France to Calais for afternoon 
Eurotunnel crossing and return to Dorset that evening. 

8 Days  

£960 
SRS: £160
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An opportunity to 
see the National 
Memorial Arboretum – a 
living, growing tribute to 
all those who have 
served our Nation – a 
150 acre site, home to 
over 330 thought-
provoking memorials, 
both military and civilian. 
Rich in design and symbolism, and sympathetic to the arboretum they 
are set in which contains over 30,000 trees. A moving and fascinating 
visit.  Our tour also includes a visit to the World’s largest collection of 
British road transport at the Coventry Transport Museum and a 
guided tour of Coventry Cathedral – “a casket of jewels” which 
includes the medieval ruins, the new Cathedral and The Blitz 
museum.

This “Mystery 
Tour” 
represents great 
value and adds a touch 
of excitement to a long-
weekend away.  We shall 
be including visits to some 
unlikely but interesting 
places – if we told you 
where you were going it 
would take the fun away, but we   
promise you will be pleasantly surprised. ALL admission fees are 
included in the tour price – so no extra to pay while away. If you are a 
regular traveller with these always popular Mystery Breaks we do 
assure you that it will be somewhere different from previous seasons. 
But where on Earth ?....don’t worry, a passport is not required!

A Magical  
Mystery Tour 
4 Days – Thursday 5th to Sunday 8th May

The National  
Memorial Arboretum 
4 Days – Friday 1st to Monday 4th April
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry fees to pre-booked places of 
interest  

 

4 Days  

£360 
SRS: £80

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals, 

/ Use of hotel leisure facilities 

/ Guided tour of Transport Museum 

/ Guided tour of Coventry Cathedral, 

/ National Memorial Arboretum  
Land Train tour

4 Days  

£299 
SRS: £50

Holiday Itinerary 
Thursday  Morning departure from Dorset, we make a meandering drive towards our 
chosen destination with stops en-route for refreshment.  There may be an included 
visit to an attraction, or time for sightseeing en-route.  Our driver will be keeping your 
ultimate goal a closely guarded secret – threats or bribery are strictly forbidden and a 
lot of “red herrings” may result if he is provoked!  Arrive hotel late afternoon with time 
to settle in before an evening dinner.  Later that evening relax in the lounges or bar 
and speculate with your fellow travellers what delights the next days may bring? 
Friday & Saturday  Two full day excursions – maybe nearby, maybe a little further 
away – who knows what devious surprises we have laid on for your pleasure?  Rest 
assured you are in for a treat you might not normally have considered.  Return to hotel 
late afternoon.   
Sunday  After a leisurely breakfast we drive homeward bound avoiding our outwards 
route, stopping somewhere interesting with time for lunch, to arrive back in Dorset 
that afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Mystery 
We guarantee a minimum of 3 star standard accommodation and the usual 
refinements to ensure a comfortable two nights stay.  Meals will be on a half board 
basis (Evening dinner and breakfast) with a choice of menu - on one or more 
evening we may take dinner in a local restaurant instead of the hotel. Bedrooms are 
equipped with private bathroom with free toiletries, hairdryer, digital TV, phone, tea 
tray, and free wifi.  There is a comfortable lounge and bar in which to socialise or 
you can relax on the outdoor terrace which overlooks the garden. A lift serves all 
floors.

Holiday Hotel 
Sketchley Grange Hotel and Spa 
An elegant 4 star country house hotel built in the mock Tudor style and located 
near Hinkley on the rural Leicestershire and Warwickshire border.  All of the 95 
luxurious bedrooms have distinctive character and are en-suite with bath, 
shower, hairdryer, iron/board, television, safe, wifi and tea tray. Cosmopolitan 
style meals with a tempting choice of menu are served in the restaurant which 
affords views of the extensive gardens. The Terrace Bar is a comfortable place to 
relax and socialise with your fellow travellers. Guests have use of the award 
winning Romans Health Club with its 17 metre indoor swimming pool, whirlpool, 
sauna, gym, hair and beauty salon, or you can be pampered with various spa and 
massage treatments (payable extra). 

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset to Oxford for lunch and sightseeing. Continue 
to Sketchley Grange where we are welcomed with tea/coffee and cake while the bags 
are taken to the rooms. After settling in enjoy a delicious dinner in the restaurant. 
Saturday This morning drive to Coventry and visit the Cathedral in the company of a 
knowledgeable guide. Explore the history of the ruins – bombed out during World War 
2, see the new Cathedral alongside with its striking architecture and collection of 
Arts, and visit The Blitz museum. After lunch move on to The British Transport 
Museum - cars, commercial vehicles and motorcycles – over 300 vehicles celebrate 
past, present and future of British motoring from Minis to Rolls.  A guided high-lights 
tour brings it all to life! 
Sunday Morning to the National Memorial Arboretum near Lichfield – we shall arrive in 
time for the 11:00 Daily Act of Remembrance which includes a 2 minute silence, 
followed by an introductory talk and Land Train guided tour of the site with 
commentary. Afterwards there will be free time for personal visits.  Return to the 
hotel that afternoon with time to enjoy the leisure facilities. 
Monday After breakfast we drive homewards, stopping for lunch, to arrive back in 
Dorset that afternoon. 



Our travellers have always enjoyed celebrating the coming of spring with a visit to the glorious Dutch 
Bulbfields and the popularity of those tours has remained undiminished.  However, to further enhance the 
experience of this destination we are delighted to offer this alternative which combines the colourful 
bulbfields, iconic Dutch canals and waterways, and picture book views of waterside windmills with a relaxed 
and friendly 4 night cruise. The MV Esmeralda offers a high quality and comfortable home-from-home 
serviced by attentive and friendly crew while you enjoy a relaxing break afloat. We shall enjoy sightseeing 
visits to traditional and historic Dutch villages and the spectacular riot of colour that is the bulbfields – the highlight of which will be the stunning 
Keukenhof Gardens in all their glory!

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Channel crossings 

/ 4 nights cabin accommodation  
on MV Esmeralda (Main deck) 

/ FULL BOARD meals on boat 

/ Entry to Zaanse Schans museum 

/ Hoorn electric bus 

/ Entry to Keukenhof Gardens   

Dutch Waterways Cruise 
5 Days – Saturday 9th to Wednesday 13th April

Holiday Accommodation 
MV Esmeralda 
Accommodating just over 120 passengers on two decks – she is large enough to provide all the expected facilities and services while being intimate and friendly. All of the 63 
compact cabins have twin beds (not bunks) a window, air-conditioning, en-suite shower & toilet, satellite television, wardrobe, safe and 220 volt electric socket (for your hairdryer, 
travel kettle, shaver). The restaurant is elegantly decorated and provides FULL BOARD meals - a substantial buffet breakfast, three course lunch and four course dinner with 
choice of menu. The food has always been very highly praised by previous Bluebird customers – this is not a holiday for those on any form of diet! On the promenade deck a 
lounge/bar with wide panoramic windows provides the perfect place to socialise – entertainment is provided on two nights. There is a lift available between the main cabin decks 
and a stair lift up to the open air sun-deck which is partially covered. All crew speak English. Upgrade from main deck to promenade deck £50 pp. Regret no single cabins.

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday  Very early morning start from Dorset via 
channel crossing to Calais and onwards through 
Holland to Amsterdam. Boarding MV Esmeralda that 
afternoon with a welcome cocktail while the bags are 
portered. After settling in a four course dinner is 
served. Overnight moored in Amsterdam – you can go 
ashore to explore if you wish. 
Sunday Ship sails at 10:00 and cruises to Zaandam. 
Arrive midday and join the coach for the short drive to 
Zaanse Schans – a living museum on the banks of the 
Zaan River, complete with authentic wooden houses, 
windmills and museums. You can view a range of 
traditional crafts including clog makers, cheese, pewter 
and pottery. Return to the ship in time for dinner. 
Overnight moored at Zaandam. 
Monday Ship departs at 08:30 – enjoy your breakfast 
with seascape views as we cruise across the Zuider 
Zee. Ship arrives at the historic port of Hoorn at 13:00 
– an electric bus will transfer us into the old town 

centre, full of beautiful listed buildings. Great clippers 
used to roam the world’s oceans from Hoorn and you 
can still feel the former glory here today. Evening 
moored at Hoorn. 
Tuesday Ship sails from Hoorn at 06:00 and cruises 
through the canals of the Bulbfields region, passing 
windmills, traditional villages and under bridges – feel 
free to wave at those standing on the canal-sides! 
Arrive in Alkmaar at 16:00 and after a Captains 
farewell dinner you can go ashore if you wish. 
Overnight moored in Alkmaar. 
Wednesday After breakfast board the coach to the 
spectacular Keukenhof Flower Park (1 hour drive) – the 
best day out among the flowers! 7 million bulbs in 
bloom, 800 varieties of tulips, 32 hectares of flowers 
plus lakes, trees, sculptures and live entertainment. 
Later rejoin the coach which will commence the 
homeward journey. Channel crossing from Calais and 
return to Dorset late evening. 

5 Days  

£690 
Upgrade: £50
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A new twist on an old favourite – our clients have always enjoyed celebrating the coming of 
spring with a visit to the glorious Dutch Bulbfields and the popularity of these tours remains 
undiminished. To further enhance the event we have been able to combine a historical steam 
train journey through the most colourful bulbfields, with a cruise onboard the vintage museum 
ship MS Friesland. A classic Holland experience – the train is beautifully restored and over 100 
years old. The Friesland was built in 1956 and is now a floating and working museum. A “Tasteful Travel Through Time” and an 
unforgettable experience. We also take the opportunity to visit The Floriade Expo – Europe’s biggest horticultural exhibition held only 
once every 10 years. 

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to Keukenhof Gardens 

/ Steam train fare / Boat cruise fare 

/ Entry to Floriade  

including cable car 

Holland - The Tulip Train & Floriade 
5 Days – Monday 25th to Friday 29th April

Holiday Hotel 
Kontakt der Kontinenten Hotel, Nr Utrecht 
This venue is something a little bit different – spread over two adjacent buildings: The former mission house of Saint Jan, and the Monastery Cenakel.  130 bedrooms include a 
high proportion of Single bedded rooms so everyone can have their own space!  Situated in a large private forest, most rooms have views of the woods, garden or courtyard. 
Simply furnished yet tastefully decorated they all provide private shower and toilet, telephone, television, wifi and are accessible by lift. The restaurant provides a substantial 
continental buffet breakfast and delicious 3 course dinner with waiter service. Complimentary tea/coffee and newspapers are available in the lounge 24 hours and the outdoor 
terrace/bar area is a great place to relax.  This is a unique 3 star venue with great character and history – completely different from the usual run-of-the-mill hotels – prepare to be 
surprised!

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Folkestone 
for the midday Eurotunnel departure to Calais. Onwards 
to Utrecht in Holland and check-in to our unusual hotel 
– set menu at dinner tonight – choice offered all other 
nights. 
Tuesday A full day excursion through the glorious 
Dutch Bulbfields with included admission to the 
famous Keukenhof Gardens – named “The Greatest 
Flower Show on Earth”. Over 70 acres of parkland 
housing a vast display of flowers, trees and lakes plus 
outdoor entertainers, cafes and sunny terraces. 
Wednesday “The Tulip Boat-Train”. Head north to the 
village of Hoorn and board the famous little steam 
train that travels through the lovely Dutch countryside 
to Medemblik (1 hr 20 mins). Wooden carriages creak, 
steam hisses and wheels sing - with pastry and coffee 
on-board. There is time to explore the beautiful 
historical centre of Medemblik before boarding the 

museum ship “Friesland”, retaining original fittings, a 
comfortable saloon/bar and wide open decks from 
which to enjoy views across the Ijsselmeer Lake (1hr 
20min cruise to Enkhuizen). Rejoin the coach and drive 
across the 17mile long Houtribdijk that crosses the 
Zuider Zee to Flevoland which is reclaimed from the 
sea. Back on the mainland make our way back to the 
hotel.   
Thursday Visit The Floriade Expo at Almere– the 
greatest horticultural show held for 6 months once 
every 10 years. Enjoy the scent of flowers, plants, fruit 
and veg in 40 inspiring international show gardens, 
spectacular greenhouses, pavilions, arts and culture 
programme and a cable car ride over the park. A 
stunning exhibition that you won’t have chance to see 
for another decade! 
Friday Drive back to Calais for the early afternoon 
Eurotunnel crossing to Folkestone and so back to 
Dorset by that evening. 

5 Days  

£585 
SRS: £70
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The county of Rutland is the smallest in England and won back its independence from Leicestershire in 
1997. It covers an area of less than 150 sq. miles and a population of 39,000. (Dorset is over 1000 sq 
miles/425,000 pop). A large proportion of the county is taken up by Rutland Water – an artificial lake created 
by Anglian Water in the 1970’s and the largest reservoir in Europe. Rutlanders can be a strange lot, with a 
mischievous sense of fun – and this is reflected in the quirky villages scattered around the county. Blessed 
with intriguing churches, inviting pubs and set within a patchwork quilt of pretty countryside – it is inviting 
and eccentric!  As they say “Multum in Parvo” – Much in Little!

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals / Rutland Belle cruise 

/ Guided tour of Normanton Church 

/  Entry to Barnsdale Gardens, 

/ Entry to Oakham Castle 

/ Entry to Deene Park. 

Around Rutland Water 
5 days – Monday 9th to Friday 13th May

Holiday Hotel 
Normanton Park Hotel, Oakham 
A member of the respected Best Western group, a luxury 3-star hotel picturesquely situated right on the shores of Rutland Water. Bedrooms are modern and bright and offer 
private bathroom with toiletries, hairdryer, phone, television, tea tray, iron/board, seating and internet connection.  The Clock Restaurant provides a substantial full English 
breakfast and dinner comprising 3 courses with choices. The bar and lounge are comfortable places to relax and socialise, or connect to the free WIFI. There is no lift but only 
ground and first floor rooms at the hotel.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Oxford for 
lunch.  Resume to Oakham in Rutland where our bags 
will be portered to the rooms.  
Tuesday Enjoy the beautiful scenery of Rutland Water 
on a cruise aboard The Rutland Belle – a commentary 
will highlight points of interest – coffee & biscuits 
included. The cruise will stop at Normanton Church for 
a guided tour of Rutland’s most famous landmark 
which appears to float on the water.  Continue to 
Barnsdale Gardens, home of the late Geoff Hamilton of 
BBC’s Gardeners World fame. It has 38 individually 
designed gardens, each with something to delight. 
Wednesday Morning visit to Oakham, the county town 
of Rutland and a classic English market town. Historic 
streets are a joy to explore and a busy market is held 
on Wednesday. A town trail leads you to some 
unexpected discoveries. Entry and a guided tour of 
Oakham Castle, a fortified manor house included.  This 

afternoon we shall visit Melton Mowbray - Ye Olde Pork 
Pie Shoppe in town is established as a shrine to the 
famous delicacy and here you can see a demonstration 
of ‘hand raising’ a pork pie.  At the Melton Cheese 
Board shop nearby there are over 150 varieties – the 
widest range in the country. 
Thursday To Uppingham, enjoy strolling around the 
honey-coloured buildings of this charming small town. 
Another excellent town trail can be followed for an 
insight into the history and heritage.  
This afternoon visit Deene Park - a 16th century manor 
house containing fine art and furniture. A guided tour 
covers the house, followed by time to enjoy the 
herbaceous borders and grand parterre of the gardens.  
Friday Homeward bound we shall call into Buckingham, 
a vibrant small town with lovely buildings and historic 
old gaol at its centre.  Return to Dorset by late 
afternoon. 

5 Days  

£499 
SRS: £150
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An exciting new tour package based on one of our favorite holiday areas, the pretty 
Spanish resort of Roses, with the opportunity to enjoy the stunning Costa Brava 
scenery. Forming a natural border between France and Spain, the Pyrenees mountain 
range overlook the Catalonian Plateau and encompass rolling meadows, wooded 
valleys, remote villages and miles of rocky coastline punctuated with golden sandy 
beaches. There are a multitude of boat-cruise opportunities here, from sea-cruises, to 
lakes and even a canal. We shall take to the waters, both coastal and inland, to view 
natural and man-made landscapes from a unique perspective, experience a wide scenic variety and cultural   
diversity. We have engaged a guide to accompany us so we benefit from their intimate local knowledge.

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 2 x overnight hotel in Dijon 

/ 7 nights accommodation in Roses 

/ Half board meals throughout 

/ Wine with dinner in Roses 

/ Canal du Midi cruise with lunch 

/ Lake Banyoles boat trip 

/ Barcelona harbour boat tour 

/ Return boat to Cadaques  
and walking tour 

/ Local guide services 

Spain - Waterways of Catalonia 
10 Days – Monday 16th to Wednesday 25th May

Holiday Hotel 
Prestige Victoria Hotel Elite, Roses 
A superb modern 3 star hotel located right on the seafront of Santa Margarita Beach just over 1 mile from Roses town centre. It offers 200+ well equipped and serviced spacious 
bedrooms with private bathroom, hairdryer, telephone, satellite TV, desk/seating, safe, minibar and free wifi. All are air-conditioned and have private balcony or terrace. There is an 
outdoor pool surrounded by a sun deck with loungers, an indoor spa with heated pool, gym, sauna and beauty treatments/ massages. Victoria’s Restaurant provides a wide 
variety of Mediterranean and international cuisine with wine/water included with dinner. An entertainment programme is staged during the evening and there is a bar and 
outdoor terrace where you can socialise. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday  Very early morning departure from Dorset for 
channel crossing to Calais and southwards through 
France to Ibis Hotel Dijon for overnight stay. 
Tuesday Continue through France and into Spain to 
arrive at Roses on the Costa Brava, your base for the 
next 7 nights. Welcome drink on arrival. Buffet style 
meals include wine with dinner. 
Wednesday See historic Spain from the water with a 
morning sea-cruise to Cadaques. This lovely 
picturesque fishing village was transformed into an 
artist colony by the presence of Salvador Dali.  The 
white-washed houses and fishing boats themselves 
paint a vivid picture of how the Costas have looked 
through the centuries. A local guide will show us the 
sights and tell us the stories on a short walking tour.  
Return to Roses by boat this afternoon where there is 
free time to relax by the pool or explore the resort and 
beach. 
Thursday Again joined by our local guide we drive into 
France to the cathedral town on Beziers situated on 
the Canal du Midi. Board a boat cruise on this important 

and historic canal, passing medieval towns, fortress 
castles, roman ruins, ancient bridges and tree lined 
promenades. Relax and enjoy the views – a 2 course 
lunch with wine and coffee is included on-board. 
Return to Roses late that afternoon. 
Friday A free day to relax in Roses.  The narrow streets 
of the old town around the old church are full of small 
restaurants and shops where you can soak up the 
Mediterranean atmosphere. The beautiful coast is a 
contrast of sandy beaches and rugged cliffs hiding tiny 
coves and can be explored on foot. 
Saturday Our guide will direct us inland through the 
foothills to the Lake of Banyoles, largest natural lake in 
Catalonia in the shadow of the Garrotxa Volcanoes. 
The walled town of Banyoles is a historical and cultural 
centre built around the monastery of St Stephen with 
little squares, cobbled streets and old buildings. We 
shall join a boat cruise on the lake to take in the 
surrounding tree covered hills and quaint villages. Later 
drive to Besalu, a monumental example of the Catalan 
middle ages with a 12th century Romanesque bridge 
crossing the River Fluvia, arcaded galleries, religious 

buildings and Jewish quarter. 
Sunday A day trip to Barcelona that begins with a tour 
of this magnificent metropolis in the hands of a local 
expert guide.  The second largest city in Spain and 
capital of Catalonia, it is a vibrant city beside the sea, 
with inspiring architecture, culture and traditions.  We 
shall enjoy a boat tour of the harbour to take in views 
of the historic sights including the old lighthouse, the 
impressive new draw-bridge, the commercial port and 
cruise terminal which hosts great liners. 
Monday A final day to relax in Roses. For the 
adventurous there is a spectacular land-train tour that 
runs through the town and out into the Cap de Creus 
National Park with sensational views across Roses. 
Tuesday Leaving Spain this morning and heading 
northwards into France for our overnight stay at Ibis 
Hotel Dijon. 
Wednesday Up to Calais for a late afternoon Eurotunnel 
crossing to Folkestone and drive back to Dorset that 
evening. 

10 Days  

£995 
SRS: £220
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Jersey is the perfect island break - somewhere a little way apart, a little bit different, ever so slightly exotic. 
A self-governing crown dependency with a mix of British and French culture it is situated 100 miles off the 
English coast but only 16 miles from the French.  A place where you can experience the unique character of 
land, coast, beach and sea, a place where you can relax and just be yourself. Small in square miles but big in 
places to see, it has a unique character moulded by ice age visitors, occupying forces, different languages and 
traditions.  This holiday includes an orientational island tour to get your bearings, with plenty of time at 
leisure to make your own discoveries. It is escorted by a Bluebird representative throughout. A passport is not required for this holiday.

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ Return ferry crossings 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Full day tour of Jersey 

/ Services of a Bluebird courier 

Jersey in Style 
5 Days – Monday 23rd to Friday 27th May

Holiday Hotel 
Merton Hotel, Jersey 
This hotel has it all!  A superb location in St Saviour just a 10 minute stroll from the island’s capital of St Helier. The resort style facilities include a unique Aquadome featuring 
indoor and outdoor swimming pools, gym, sauna, steam room and hot tub. Each of the bedrooms are brighly decorated and equipped with private bathroom, satellite TV, phone, 
tea tray, hairdryer, iron and free wifi. A lift serves all floors. The Belvedere Restaurant provides a substantial cooked breakfast and a wide choice evening buffet. There is a lively 
Sports Bar that often hosts quizzes and cabaret entertainment is provided in the Star Room which also serves some imaginative cocktails. The Lobby Bar is quieter, serves 
afternoon teas and has a piano player in the evening. Concierge at reception can advise on tickets and tours.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning Bluebird Coach transfer to Poole in 
order to join the Condor Fast Ferry departing early 
afternoon* to Jersey (4 hour crossing). We are 
welcomed by a local coach operator who will transfer 
us to our hotel with porterage provided. Carvery style 
buffet dinner with tea/coffee to follow – varied 
entertainment each evening. 
Tuesday Experience Jersey’s beautiful coastline on a 
“Round the Island” full day tour with a local coach 
company who will show us the sights and tell us the 
stories. Jersey enjoys a mild climate where the Atlantic 
Ocean dominates the landscape with majestic cliffs, 
sandy beaches and rocky coves. The tidal range is so 
great here that the island effectively doubles in size at 
low-tide – beaches can extend 2 miles out to sea!   

Wednesday & Thursday At your leisure to explore the 
many attractions on offer.  The island has a convenient 
hop-on hop-off bus system that is perfect for 
independent travel and can be used to reach such 
venues as the famous Durrell Wildlife Park, Jersey War 
Tunnels, 5 unique Castles, the Botanic Gardens, La 
Mare Wine Estate, A Lavender Farm, and many more…..  
Alternatively you can join a boat cruise to the beautiful 
French medieval walled town of St Malo (a passport is 
required to do this!) 
Friday Local coach transfer to the port with lunch-time 
sailing* from Jersey back to Poole (4 hour crossing).  
Your Bluebird Coach awaits and will return you 
homewards. 
 
* Ferry schedule is subject to confirmation and tides.  

5 Days  

£499 
SRS: £150
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Where to begin? In the East of Cheshire the land rises to the Peak District, England’s first 
National Park, a region of wild moorlands, dramatic rocky outcrops and breathtaking scenery.  
Rain runs off in torrents – powerful rushing streams that were exploited at the start of the 
industrial revolution to drive mills. Over time these were replaced by more reliable steam 
machinery – the profits of their production ploughed into grand mansions and extensive estates 
by their rich owners. And so this brings us to our tour – the story of Cheshire’s industrial heritage told by the mills, mansions and canals 
that now pepper the landscape. A story not just of buildings and machinery but of the people who lived and worked here.

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals / Porterage 

/ Entry to Silk Museum & Paradise Mill 

/ Entry to Tatton Park 

/ Entry to Quarry Bank 

/ Entry to Anderton boat lift  
with cruise. 

Cheshire History & Heritage 
5 Days – Monday 30th May to Friday 3rd June

Holiday Hotel 
Chimney House Hotel, Sandbach 
This Tudor-style building is set in a rural location and was once home to the vicar of a local church. It now mixes original character with modern comforts and has recently been 
refurbished – all 50 bedrooms provide private bathroom, hairdryer, television, iron/board and tea tray. The Patio Restaurant is welcoming and offers a choice of menu in a modern 
Brasserie style dining experience. There is a comfortable bar/lounge with free wifi, or take your drinks out to enjoy in the garden. No lift but only ground and first floor rooms 
with 24 hour room service available.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Tewkesbury 
with time for sightseeing and lunch. Continue 
northwards this afternoon to Sandbach with porterage 
of bags on arrival.  
Tuesday Visit Macclesfield, gateway to the Peaks and 
famous for silk spinning since the 18th century. The 
Silk Museum tells the unique story of the industry and 
its relationship with the community. See the surviving 
Jacquard Looms and Pattern Books. We also visit 
Paradise Mill – an opportunity to step back in time to 
the 1930s – a guide will show us the machinery and 
how people lived and worked.  After lunch we drive the 
notorious “Cat n Fiddle” pass from Macclesfield to 
Buxton – one of the windiest roads with hairpins 
galore! Elegant Buxton is England’s highest market 
town at 1000 feet, and a spa resort that rivalled Bath.  
Wednesday To Tatton Park Mansion and Gardens, 
sitting in an elevate position overlooking the 1000 
acre estate. The elegant Regency rooms reveal 

something of the luxurious lives of the Egerton family 
and the austerity of their servants. The 50 acre 
gardens display over 200 years of design and Tatton’s 
Italian connection. There is a Tudor old hall, Deer Park 
and Farm recreating rural life in the 1930s. 
Thursday At Quarry Bank you can discover the lives of 
a complete industrial community at one of the UKs 
greatest industrial heritage sites – The Cotton Mill built 
in 1784 still has the original working machinery; The 
owners Mansion House with stunning gardens; and the 
workers cottages and exhibition.  Later to the 
spectacular Anderton Boat Lift near Northwich, the 
“Cathedral of the Canals”. Marvel at one of the greatest 
monuments to Britain’s last canal age and join a boat 
trip to experience the lift for yourself! 
Friday Homewards with a stop at Webbs of Wychbold 
garden centre for lunch. Return to Dorset that 
afternoon. 

5 Days  

£425 
SRS: £50
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Monschau is often called “The Pearl of the Eifel”, a small historic and charming town situated in the German 
Eifel National Park and just 1 mile over the border from Belgium. It is considered one of the most beautiful 
towns in Rhineland with narrow cobblestone streets, ancient medieval walls and half-timbered houses. 
Largely unchanged for over 300 years it is a time capsule, perfectly preserved – a place of eternal beauty, 
grace and charm.  The surrounding Eifel National Park presents majestic landscapes and ethereal scenic 
beauty that belongs in the realm of fairy-tales. The land here is untouched by human intervention and 
therefore at its most pristine. A geological foundation of dormant volcanoes contain turquoise lakes formed in craters and natural mineral springs 
amongst the covering of deep green woods – the domain of wild cats, red deer, beaver, eagle owls and other precious wildlife. This is a place where all 
your senses are reawakened.

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Boat cruise from Rurberg 

/ Mayschloss winery visit  
and tasting 

Germany - Medieval Monschau 
5 Days – Monday 6th to Friday 10th June

Holiday Hotel 
Michael & Friends Hotel, Monschau 
An attractive 4 star hotel situated just 300 metres from the town centre of Monschau in a riverside location. All 100 bedrooms are attractively decorated and comfortably 
furnished and include private bathroom with toiletries and hairdryer, satellite television, radio, phone and free wifi. International and regional cuisine is served in the stylish 
restaurant with a wide choice of dishes. The Hotel Bar is a great place to socialise and offers a wide range of beers, wines and cocktails.  
The energetic can use the large indoor swimming pool (towels provided), relax in the sauna or enjoy a massage. There is a garden and terrace with outdoor seating to take a 
coffee. A lift serves all floors and room service is available. Very highly praised by previous coach parties for both the high quality of accommodation, warm welcome and excellent 
food. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Early morning departure from Dorset via 
Eurotunnel crossing to Calais and onwards through 
Belgium to Monschau just over the German border. 
After settling in enjoy a delicious evening dinner then 
maybe stroll into the picture-postcard town. 
Tuesday We spend the morning driving through the 
Eifel National Park, an amazingly unspoilt and remote 
area of beautiful countryside. We pause in the town of 
Bad Munstereifel, a historical spa resort popular with 
tourists and confined within 13th century city walls, 
accessed via magnificent gatehouses – it is compact 
and easily explored on foot.  This afternoon a short 
scenic drive brings us to the peaceful little hidden gem 
of a village – Blankenheim. A bit off the beaten track it 
sits on a small lake, the source of the River Ahr. Don’t 
expect many tourist traps – it is a beautifully serene 
ancient fairytale village that has been overlooked by 
the crowds.  
Wednesday At leisure in magical Monschau. The town 
offers a wide variety of attractions including the 13th 
century castle, the mustard mill, the brewery museum, 

the glassworks and the famous Red House (now a 
textile museum) to name just a few. You could choose 
to jump on the town land-train which makes a regular 
30 minute circuit from the market square up to the 
castle for a panoramic view over the town. There are 
well marked pathways along the river and out into the 
countryside and a short stroll is richly rewarded. The 
town centre is packed with a multitude of small shops 
and restaurants (no large chains here) in original 
buildings that date back to the 12th century, having 
been spared any real damage during the wars. Flowers 
hang from the houses, bridges and lamp posts and the 
whole town is irresistibly charming. 
Thursday We head to the northern part of the Eifel 
National Park to its lake district – the Rursee, Obersee 
and Urftsee have been formed by damming the River 
Rur. There are no roads on the lakes shores so we shall 
board a boat cruise from Rurberg to discover its 
beautiful wilderness scenery. This afternoon we 
continue to the Ahr Valley, famous for its vineyards 
and wine production – we stop in Ahrweiler, a sleepy 
old town with romantic half-timbered houses. Later 

drive on to the Mayschloss winery with a visit to the 
museum, cellar vault and a chance to taste four of its 
superb wines.   
Friday After breakfast we head homewards through 
Belgium for afternoon Eurotunnel crossing to 
Folkestone and return to Dorset that evening. 

5 Days  

£595 
SRS: £110
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One of the most ancient and hauntingly beautiful areas in Europe, Snowdonia welcomes visitors 
to a breathtaking natural environment.  People have lived, worked and thrived in this unique 
Celtic principality for more than 5000 years - their legacy is a land which will fascinate the visitor 
with its rich opportunities for sightseeing, culture and discovery.  Scenically Snowdonia must be 
the most dramatic and glorious of our National Parks.  Set amongst this rugged scenery are tiny 
jewels of cultivation – the landscape tamed, tidied and ordered into stunning gardens that will inspire and delight.

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to Bodnant Gardens 

/ Entry to Plas Cadnant Gardens 

/ Entry to Penrhyn Gardens 

/ Entry to Portmerion 

The Gardens of Snowdonia 
5 Days – Monday 13th to Friday 17th June

Holiday Hotel 
The Royal Victoria Hotel, Llanberis 
Uniquely placed on the edge of Snowdonia National Park in 30 acres of gardens and woodlands, the hotels situation is simply breathtaking.  The 106 tastefully decorated 
bedrooms are all equipped with private bathroom, digital television, hairdryer, telephone, iron/board, wifi and tea tray.  Enjoy varied menus and attentive service in the restaurant, 
then relax with a drink in the Snowdon or Victoria bars – the perfect place to unwind and discuss the days sightseeing.  Lifts serve all floors and room service is available.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Cheltenham 
for lunch with time to enjoy England’s most complete 
Regency town. Continue to Llanberis where dinner 
awaits. 
Tuesday The morning is free to enjoy Llanberis – maybe 
join an early train to the summit of Snowdon 
(recommend pre-booking before leaving home as it 
gets very busy) or stroll into the village with its many 
attractions.  This afternoon drive to Bodnant Garden – 
it’s idyllic situation above the River Conwy provides 
breathtaking views of the Snowdon range.  Forged by a 
Victorian visionary and maintained by the same family 
today – it is full of exotic blooms, grand flower filled 
terraces, shrub filled glades, water gardens and 
towering trees. 
Wednesday To the Royal town of Caernarfon with the 
commanding presence of Wales’ most famous castle. 
Enjoy the old town as well as the newly rejuvenated 
marina area with its views over the Menai Strait.  We 
shall continue to Portmerion , the Italianate village 
famous as setting for the enigmatic TV series “The 

Prisoner” – award winning gardens and miles of sandy 
beaches can be explored. A forest train takes visitors to 
view the champion trees, exotic flora, lakes and 
sculptures. 
Thursday Penrhyn Gardens near Bangor surround a 
gigantic 19th century neo-Norman castle and enjoy 
spectacular views of the North Wales coast. The 
garden includes a mix of woodland, parkland and 
formal gardens including a tranquil Victorian walled 
garden. This afternoon visit The Plas Cadnant Hidden 
Gardens on Anglesey – beautifully restored historic 
gardens brought back from being lost (like Heligan). Set 
in a picturesque valley with dramatic rock formations, 
waterfalls, woodland, red squirrels and a formal walled 
garden- stunning! 
Friday Morning to Shrewsbury, England’s finest Tudor 
town with black and white buildings everywhere. 
Continue via motorways to return to Dorset by early 
evening. 

5 Days  

£475 
SRS: £60
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Johnny Cash famously sang about Ireland’s 40 shades of green and he wasn’t joking.  This is a 
once in a life-time Grand Tour of the Emerald Isle – delving beyond the sheep dotted landscapes 
and into the cities and villages that span the country.  From Dingle to Dublin and Donegal – 
taking in a blend of experiences that celebrate Ireland’s diverse and unique culture, its history 
and world famous sights. You won’t just travel through the country, but enjoy a journey of the 
spirit – walk with ancient forces and encounter an unsurpassed mix of majesty and sheer beauty.  
A sparkling isle, celebrated in music and words, with the warmest and most overwhelming 
welcome in the world!

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel  

/ Return ferry crossings 

/ 11 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals / Porterage in/out 

/ Belfast local guide / Entry to Titanic Belfast 

/ Entry to Giants Causeway / Entry to Burren Centre 

/ Entry to Bunratty Castle & Folk Park 

/ Killarney Jaunting Car, Lough  
Leane Cruise. 

Ultimate Ireland 
12 Days – Sunday 19th to Thursday 30th June 

Holiday Hotels 
Various 
11 nights hotel accommodation in Superior 3 star and 4 star hotels  – all provide private bathroom, hairdryer, television, phone, iron/board, safety deposit, tea tray and free wifi.  A 
full Irish breakfast starts your day and a 3 course dinner with choice of menu and tea/coffee in the evening. All hotels offer traditional bars offering a wide selection of beverages 
and a great atmosphere in which to socialise. Evening entertainment is included at Donegal and Killarney, both of which also include full leisure facilities: indoor pool, gym, sauna, 
jacuzzi.  All hotels have lift access and room service is available. Porterage of bags is included at each hotel.

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Early morning departure from Dorset to 
Holyhead to join the early afternoon ferry to Dublin 
(3¼ hrs) – a short drive brings us to The Talbot Hotel 
Stillorgan for 1 night stay. 
Monday The morning is free in Dublin city centre, the 
Republic’s small capital with a huge reputation - its mix 
of heritage and hedonism will not disappoint. The city 
is a living museum with medieval castles, cathedrals 
and Georgian architectural splendours on display. 
Dubliners are witty and charismatic and are at their 
most welcoming in the traditional pub – of which there 
are over 1000 in the city. This afternoon drive 
northwards into Northern Ireland to arrive in Belfast 
for 2 night stay at The Stormont Hotel. 
Tuesday We are joined by a local guide for a morning 
sightseeing tour of Belfast.  Discover the landmarks 
and intriguing history of the city. This afternoon visit 
the Titanic Visitor Centre, a new state of the art 
exhibition on the site of the famous liner’s original 
creation. 
Wednesday Drive the breathtaking Antrim Coast Road – 
widely regarded as one of the finest marine drives in 
Europe, revealing wonderful scenery.  Visit the world 
famous Giants Causeway, a UNESCO Heritage Site 
whose volcanic columns are 60 million years old and 
steeped in myth and legend. Continue around the 
scenic north coast passing Derry and cross back into 
The Republic to arrive at Letterykenny in County 
Donegal – 2 night stay at Clanree Hotel. 

Thursday Spend the day exploring County Donegal, 
beginning with a trip around the Glenveagh National 
Park under the shadow of towering Mount Errigal. 
There are spectacular sea-views from some of the 
world’s tallest sea-cliffs and centuries old customs, 
traditions and an ancient language.  
Friday From Letterkenny we head south – pausing at 
Mullaghmore where Lord Mountbatten died in a bomb 
explosion in 1979 – through Sligo, county of poetry, 
music and myths to Galway. A brief stop to explore this 
“The City of Tribes” which has a rich cultural and 
maritime history. Just a short drive now brings us to 
the stunning Falls Hotel at Ennistymon for another 2 
night stay. 
Saturday First stop today is the Burren visitor centre 
where the natural history of this unique area is 
revealed. The world’s largest limestone pavement 
shelters a prehistoric landscape of rare flora and fauna. 
Next tour past Ballyvaughan Bay and onto Black Head - 
there follows a wonderful ocean drive viewing the 
Aran Islands out to sea. Finally we take in the 
awesome view from the top of The Cliffs of Moher, 
700 feet above the Atlantic Ocean, they have become 
an icon of Ireland’s sensational West coast. A short 
drive brings us back to Ennistymon for dinner. 
Sunday Visit Bunratty Castle and Folk Park - the most 
complete and authentic castle in Ireland. The folk park 
recreates farmhouses, shops and streets of the 19th 
century – over 30 buildings in a living village.  Continue 
to Limerick, birthplace of both Terry Wogan and Richard 

Harris.  Finally reaching Killarney in County Kerry with a 
warm welcome at the Killarney Towers Hotel for a 3 
night stay.  
Monday At 10am you will be collected from the hotel 
by a traditional horse-drawn Jaunting Car for a one way 
trip into the Killarney National Park. Here you will join a 
boat cruise on Lough Leane, with heritage attractions 
including O’Sullivan Cascade and the monastic ruins of 
Inishfallen Island. A local coach will transfer you back 
to the hotel with the afternoon free to explore the 
town. 
Tuesday  A full day excursion of The Ring of Kerry – An 
unforgettable day of breathtaking scenery dominated 
by the McGillycuddy Reaks Mountains with plenty of 
interest for lovers of folklore and history. It has some 
of Europe’s finest deserted beaches, an ancient 
heritage and landscapes carved by ice age glaciers. 
Wednesday Morning to Blarney, with the opportunity 
to kiss the famous Blarney stone. There is time to soak 
up some Titanic history with a lunch break at Cobh 
Harbour, last port of call of the ill-fated liner. This 
afternoon drive via Dungarvan and Waterford to 
Wexford for overnight stay at The Maldron Hotel. 
Thursday Join the morning ferry from Rosslare to 
Pembroke in South Wales (4 hours – Breakfast included 
on-board). Continue our journey homewards over the 
Severn Bridge to return to Dorset that evening. 

12 Days  

£1280 
SRS: £280
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The Highlands really is the Scotland of your imagination! A beautiful and inspiring region 
of ancient landscapes with a fascinating history.  Witness the amazing wildlife, explore 
the mountains and glens, the stunning islands and dramatic coastline. This is a land of 
folklore, heroes and legends, imposing castles, breathtaking scenery and warm 
hospitality. Based at the foot of the Cairngorm Mountains we shall enjoy wide open views 
and outstanding natural beauty found no-where else in the UK – simply unbeatable!

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ 2 x overnight hotel stops in Wigan 

/  5 nights hotel accommodation in Kingussie   

/  Half board meals throughout 

/  Entertainment in Scotland 

/  Rothiemurchus ranger guide 

/  Crannog boat cruise  

/  Blair Atholl Distillery Tour 

/  Entry to Urquhart Castle 

/  Loch Ness Visitor Centre Entry   

The Wild Scottish Highlands 
8 Days – Friday 1st to Friday 8th July 

Holiday Hotel 
Duke of Gordon Hotel, Kingussie 
This very highly regarded three star hotel is situated deep in the picturesque Spey Valley and offers a warm welcome and great traditional character.  It is one of the best 
equipped hotels in the region and offers 67 guest bedrooms all fitted with private bathroom, television, phone, tea tray and wifi. The Balmoral Restaurant prepares carefully 
selected menus using traditional Scottish ingredients which, combined with personal service, makes for an enjoyable dining experience. A Full Highland buffet breakfast and 4 
course evening dinners unfortunately won’t keep you trim! The bar is a great place to relax and discuss the days sightseeing with fellow travellers and entertainment is provided 
most nights in the ballroom. A lift serves all floors, although there may be a few steps between lift and bedrooms. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday  Morning departure from Dorset to Worcester for 
lunch. Resume northwards for overnight stay at the 
Best Western Lancashire Manor Hotel near Wigan with 
half board meals. 
Saturday – Through Cumbria and over the Borders – 
passing Glasgow – Perth – the Glen Garry and Spey 
Valley to Kingussie. 
Sunday  Situated at the heart of the Cairngorms 
National Park is a very special private estate called 
Rothiemurchus – now owned by the 18th generation of 
the Grant family. We are joined by one of the 
experienced rangers who will escort the coach on an 
unforgettable guided tour of this magnificent Highland 
estate. With great photo opportunities, scenic views, 
wildlife, history and stories – there is no better way to 
fully appreciate this unique breathtaking environment.  
After a break for lunch we shall drive northwards and 
off the beaten track – over narrow moorland roads to 
cast your eye over Lochindorb. Home to Lochindorb 
Castle which sits on a tiny island in the middle of the 
loch and only accessible by boat – it was gifted to 
Alexander Stewart, the notorious “Wolf of Badenoch” at 
the end of the 14th century.  
Monday Our journey today takes us south alongside 

Loch Laggan and through the Glen Spean to Spean 
Bridge, named after General Wade’s high bridge. Take 
time to view the nearby bronze Commando Memorial 
erected after WW2. Continue south to Fort William and 
at Lochaber we shall join the 1½ hour Crannog Cruise 
on Loch Linnhe – an amazing opportunity to observe a 
colony of wild seals in their natural environment – you 
may even spot the shy pod of porpoise that live in the 
loch. There is an informative commentary from the 
skipper, on-board bar and snacks and covered viewing 
saloon. A great way to enjoy magnificent views of Ben 
Nevis. 
Tuesday To Blair Atholl where we take the opportunity 
to visit the famous whiskey distillery named after the 
village: guided tour and a taste of the famous scotch. 
Later to the pretty town of Pitlochry, with its many 
attractions including a salmon ladder – the fish return 
to the river where they were born to spawn. The town 
is famous for its tartan centre and numerous 
traditional craft shops – a great place to stroll and enjoy 
lunch.  This afternoon drive alongside beautiful Loch 
Tummel to the famous Queens View – the area’s most 
popular attraction – just one look is enough to tell you 
why!  Continue along the loch to Tummel Bridge then 
across the Tay Forest to Aberfeldy and so return to 
hotel. 

Wednesday Travel north through Inverness to drive 
along the banks of Loch Ness – scanning the surface 
for any suspicious movements!  A photo stop at ruined 
Urquahart Castle and time in the village of 
Drumnadrochit with entry to the Loch Ness Visitor 
Centre included. Lunch is taken in Inverness, crowned 
by a pink crenelated castle which overlooks the 
medieval streets offering shops, restaurants, pavement 
cafes and riverside walks. The compact  old city  is full 
of historic buildings, interesting museums, galleries 
and peaceful corners. This afternoon on our way back 
to the hotel we shall drive over Culloden Moor, the site 
of the last battle fought on British soil in 1746 where 
1200 soldiers died in just one hour of fighting. 
Thursday Southbound from the Highlands, we stop at 
the Falkirk Wheel for lunch - a feat of  engineering that 
connects the Forth & Clyde Canal with the Union Canal 
– the only rotating boat lift in the world.  The visitor 
centre gives a sensational viewpoint from which to see 
the wheel in action. Continue to Wigan for overnight 
hotel stay. 
Friday Homewards bound via motorways – we call into 
historic Tewkesbury for a lunch break – to return to 
Dorset that evening. 

8 Days  

£799 
SRS: £120
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Designed for those seeking a true taste of this stunning country, this holiday is an excellent 
overview to Switzerland’s special highlights and includes some unforgettable experiences. You will 
indulge in an authentic Swiss encounter that includes Gruyere cheese, Nestle chocolate, a Paddle 
Steamer lake-cruise, the beautiful Belle Epoque vintage train and riding a Snow-bus on The Glacier 
3000.  All the while you are surrounded by the most breathtaking scenery – spectacular snow 
covered mountains that feed huge glaciers, placid lakes and tumbling rivers, rolling meadows and 
dark forests all peppered with lovingly preserved ancient towns and alpine villages. Switzerland is 
the nexus of the diverse physical and cultural geography of Western Europe renowned for both its natural beauty and its way of life. 

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 2 x overnight hotel in France 

/ 5 x nights hotel accommodation in Villars 

/ Half board meals, Welcome drink at Villars  

/ Porterage at all hotels  

/ Lake Geneva Paddle ship fare 

/ Entry to Cheese Factory  

/ Entry to Chocolate Factory 

/ Entry to Glacier 3000 / Snow-bus round trip 

/ Belle Epoque train fare 

Classic Switzerland 
8 Days – Sunday 10th to Sunday 17th July

Holiday Hotel 
Hotel Eurotel Victoria, Villars-Sur-Ollon 
A superb 4 star hotel situated in a peaceful spot near to the centre of the village of Villars. The hotel offers an indoor swimming pool, sauna, sun terrace and fitness hall, as well 
as a bar. All guest bedrooms are traditional and very comfortable and have private bathroom, hairdryer, phone, television with satellite channels, iron, minibar and free wifi. Four 
Seasons Restaurant is elegant and provides stunning views while you enjoy delicious freshly prepared cuisine – on one evening a special Flower themed menu is prepared using 
blooms from seasonal mountain blossom. The hotel has an established reputation for a warm welcome and high standards of service – very highly praised by previous Bluebird 
customers. A lift serves all floors and room service is available.

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure from Dorset via Eurotunnel 
crossing to Calais and onto Novotel Reims-Tinqueux in 
Northern France for overnight stay with dinner and 
breakfast. 
Monday Continue southbound through France and 
climb into the Swiss Alps, drive along the palm fringed 
shores of Lake Geneva to Villars-Sur-Ollon. A welcome 
drink while the bags are portered to your room. 
Tuesday A day at leisure in Villars. You can relax in the 
hotel with its extensive leisure facilities and we have 
included a Villars Access Card for you to enjoy free use 
of all local public transport and cable cars. 
Wednesday We drive down to the lake and stop at the 
attractive town of Vevey “One of the Pearls of the 
Swiss Riviera”. With its extraordinary mild climate it is 
surrounded by flower adorned  
promenades and vineyards – it’s most famous resident 
being Charlie Chaplin. After time for sightseeing and 
lunch we shall board one of the iconic and proud 
paddlewheel steamers that sail on the lake. Just 30 

mins later we land at the elegant resort of Montreux – 
19th century bolt hole of writers, artists and musicians 
– latterly of Freddie Mercury and a magnet for the rich 
and famous. 
Thursday This morning drive across the Col de Mosses, 
taking in scenic countryside, to the village of Gruyeres. 
Here we shall discover how the famous Gruyere cheese 
is made with a demonstration at La Maison du Gruyere 
cheese dairy. A little free time to discover the picture 
perfect village with its cobbled main street leading to 
the fairytale castle – simply idyllic. This afternoon we 
shall visit the neighbouring village of Broc, home to the 
Cailler-Nestle chocolate factory. Explore the world of 
chocolate through a multi-sensory experience, 
including tasting of course! 
Friday We have saved the best until last.  We drive to 
Col du Pillon and embark the cable car journey to Scex 
Rouge, also known as Glacier 3000. At the top we shall 
join a caterpillar Snow-bus ride across the glacier itself.  
You can also walk across the world’s only suspension 
bridge connecting two mountain peaks – a 107 metre 

long adventure that you will not forget! You could enjoy 
lunch in the restaurant while taking in the stunning 
panorama of 24 snow capped 4000 metre high giants, 
including Eiger, Monch, Jungfrau and Matterhorn. After 
descending by cable car and rejoining the coach we 
shall drive to the fashionable and chic mountain resort 
of Gstaad with free time to browse the shops and 
cafes. From here we board the beautiful Belle Epoque 
train – a unique experience in the spirit of The Orient 
Express – the magnificent scenery unfolds before you 
as you travel through the Bernese Oberland to Lake 
Geneva.  Sit back in your train seat and watch the sun 
descend over the serene waters of the lake. Rejoin the 
coach at Montreux for the short drive back to Villars 
Saturday We bid a fond farewell to Switzerland and 
cross back into France with overnight stay at Mercure 
Hotel Reims with dinner and breakfast. 
Sunday Drive to the channel and join an afternoon 
Eurotunnel crossing to Folkestone, with return to 
Dorset that evening. 

8 Days  

£1095 
SRS: £190
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A faultless combination of impossibly beautiful scenery, impressive literary history, abundant 
wildlife and a rich cultural heritage – Cumbria or “The Lake District” is arguably England’s finest 
landscape.  From enormous lakes to skyscraping mountains, ancient townships and pre-historic 
stone circles – the attraction packed region is one of the country’s most popular tourist 
destinations, and justly so!  Strewn with lakes, tarns, rivers and streams, its watery splendour has 
launched a thousand postcards. 

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ 5 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Ullswater Lake cruise 

/ Haverthwaite train fare 

/ Windermere Lake cruise 

/ Ravenglass train fare 

/ Entry to Holker Hall  

Cumbria Rail & Sail 
6 Days – Sunday 17th to Friday 22nd July

Holiday Hotel 
Cumbria Grand Hotel, Grange-over-Sands 
A charming and traditional 3 star Victorian hotel offering a warm welcome and sense of old fashioned values of an age sadly now gone by. Golds, reds and greens of the cosy 
lounge with its inviting couches and roaring log fire provides a relaxing country retreat.  The Hazelwood Restaurant offers commanding views of the Bay while you enjoy delicious 
carvery style meals. Bedrooms are comfortably furnished in a traditional style and provide private bathroom, hairdryer, television, phone and tea tray.  There is a lift to all floors, 
ground floors rooms and walk-in showers on request, and the hotel provides two nights of entertainment during our stay. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure with stops as appropriate to 
Grange-over-Sands in time for dinner. 
Monday Take a trip through the heart of the Lake 
District to the town of Keswick under the shadow of 
Skiddaw. Continue to England’s most beautiful lake – 
Ullswater, where we shall board a preserved classic 
steamer for a cruise along the length of the lake from 
Pooley Bridge to Glenridding. It is steeped in mystery, 
provides expansive vistas of Lakelands highest 
mountains and is home to a rich biodiversity.  We 
return to Grange through the magnificent Kirkstone 
Pass. 
Tuesday Visit the Lakeside & Haverthwaite Railway 
with time to admire the beautifully restored station 
building and a collection of classic locos. We then travel 
by vintage train up the pretty Leven Valley to Lakeside 
Pier where we change to a boat for a cruise on Lake 
Windermere to Bowness. We shall spend the afternoon 
relaxing here and savouring the town’s delightful 
setting. 
 

Wednesday This morning visit nearby Holker Hall and 
Gardens – a magnificent stately home originating in the 
16th century and growing in the hands of the same 
family ever since. The lavish interiors are only eclipsed 
by the stunning gardens full of exotic and rare plants.   
Afternoon at leisure in Grange - a genteel and 
delightful resort – our coach will run shuttles in and 
out. 
Thursday Full steam ahead to the Western Lakes, and a 
nostalgic trip back in time on the Ravenglass and 
Eskdale Railway. A narrow gauge line that hauls trains 
seven miles from the coast, through two of the 
loveliest Lakeland valleys, to the foot of England’s 
highest mountain – simply stunning!  This afternoon we 
shall visit the beautiful medieval village of Cartmel 
with its ancient narrow streets offering a variety of 
artisan shops, crafts, olde world pubs and the 800 year 
old Priory Church – a special building in a haven of 
peace. 
Friday Homewards bound with a stop at Trentham 
shopping village for lunch. Return to Dorset by early 
evening. 

6 Days  

£619 
SRS: £90
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Northumbria – mystical kingdom of myriad castles and legend, where the place names echo of England’s 
historical past from the birth of Christianity, through the Roman occupation and Industrial Revolution .... 
Alnwick, Lindisfarne & Bamburgh.  Every inch of the county hides a piece of history and heritage.  The buffer 
between England and Scotland it’s very location has shaped a history of violence and conflict. A tapestry of 
moorland, picturesque villages and wonderful scenery combining dramatic history with abundant natural 
beauty – Northumbria is one of the wildest and most beautiful of England’s regions.

Holiday Highlights 
/  All coach trave 

/  4 nights hotel accommodation 

/  Porterage & welcome drink 

/  Half board meals, 

/  Entry to Corbridge Roman Town 

/  Entry to Alnwick Castle 

/  Entry to Bamburgh Castle 

/  River Tyne boat cruise 

The Kingdom of Northumbria 
5 Days – Monday 25th to Friday 29th July

Holiday Hotel 
Copthorne Hotel, Newcastle 
Located right next to the River Tyne in the rejuvenated quayside area of Newcastle, the contemporary Copthorne Hotel is just a 20 minute walk to the city centre. The 150+ 
bedrooms all boast wonderful river views from large bay windows, private bathroom, hairdryer, television with satellite channels, iron, desk/seating, internet connection and 
tea tray.  Quay 7 restaurant provides high quality meals of both British and International cuisine. The bar is a stylish space to enjoy a cocktail or snack, while the outdoor 
terrace on the quayside offers panoramic river views. There is a gym on-site, a lift to all floors, free wifi in public areas and room service is available.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset with stops as 
appropriate to arrive Newcastle late afternoon. The 
bags will be portered on arrival while you enjoy a hot 
drink. After settling in enjoy dinner while taking in the 
river views from your table. 
Tuesday Follow the course of Hadrians Wall to 
Corbridge Roman Town, the evocative remains of a 
roman garrison where you can walk along the original 
High Street.  Later make our way across the high fells 
via Otterburn and Rothbury to the medieval market 
town of Alnwick. It still retains many cobbled streets, 
narrow alleyways and fine stone buildings. We shall 
visit Alnwick Castle this afternoon, one of the finest in 
England which famously features as “Hogwarts” in the 
Harry Potter films.   
Wednesday The morning is free to explore the many 
attractions of the city centre. Alternatively join the 

coach for the short drive to “The Lady” – a 40 acre 
public park whose centre-piece is a stunning female 
human landform sculpture: 100 feet high and a quarter 
of a mile long known as Northumberlandia. Back in 
town, at midday we shall join a 2 hour cruise from the 
quayside, sailing to Ryton Willows Nature Reserve and 
Newburn Park, travelling under no less than 11 of the 
Tyne bridges – a commentary brings the riverside 
sights to life. 
Thursday After breakfast drive north along the scenic 
heritage coastline and cross the tidal causeway to the 
Holy Island of Lindisfarne. There will be time to explore 
and enjoy lunch. Later we shall visit Bamburgh Castle, 
perched on rocks at the edge of the sea and boasting 
magnificent views of the Farne Islands.  
Friday Homeward bound with stops for refreshment, to 
return to Dorset that evening. 

5 Days  

£475 
SRS: £110
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Travel from Central 
London to Windsor by 
Vintage Steam Train and 
enjoy lunch onboard in a 
luxurious Pullman dining 
carriage.  Visit Kensington 
Palace and The London 
Postal Museum & Ride The 
100 year old underground  
Mail-Rail Train.  There is just so much included here you might have 
trouble keeping up!

This tour to the 
Heart of England 
explores the counties of 
rural Gloucestershire & 
Worcestershire including 
the typically English 
landscapes of the Cotswold 
Hills, Vale of Evesham and 
Shakespeare’s Stratford 
upon Avon.  Situated at the heart of the country it is an opportunity to 
discover just what really makes England tick. It is a haven of 
beautifully preserved stone cottages and half timbered houses, a 
green and pleasant land peppered with historic market towns and 
magnificent cathedral cities.  We shall make best use of nostalgic 
steam railways and sightseeing river cruises to really enhance your 
experience of The Heart.

The Heart of England 
- Boats & Trains 
5 Days - Monday 1st to Friday 5th August 

The Royal Windsor 
Steam Express 
3 Days – Sunday 7th to Tuesday 9th August 
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals, 

/ 2 x Train fares,  

/ 2 x Boat fares 

/ Gloucester Cathedral guide. 

 

 

5 Days  

£479 
SRS: £70

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 2 nights hotel, Meals:  
Buffet Dinner and Breakfast 

/  Entry to Kensington Palace 

/ Entry to Postal Museum 

/ Mail-Rail train ride 

/ Royal Windsor Steam Express Train 
Fare and Pullman Dining with 

Brunch 

 

3 Days  

£349 
SRS: £50

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset touring into the Cotswold Hills. Stop for lunch 
in Bourton on the Water before we drive on to our hotel. 
Tuesday To Toddington where we join the Gloucs. & Warks. Steam Railway for a 
nostalgic train ride through gorgeous Cotswold countryside to Cheltenham and back 
(1½ hr return). There will be time for lunch and to view the loco shed and period 
station. This afternoon make a scenic drive through the Vale of Evesham, stopping in 
Evesham with its pretty riverside walks and later through Pershore, an olde-world 
market town with magnificent Abbey.  The surrounding countryside is famous for its 
fruit orchards. 
Wednesday Travel behind a thundering steam engine on the historic Severn Valley 
Railway – 16 miles through breathtaking scenery.  After a 2 hour round trip there is 
time to visit the railway museum and take lunch. This afternoon we visit Worcester, 
the beautiful cathedral city renowned for its porcelain and piquant sauce. We have 
included a cruise on the River Severn aboard the historic boat The Earl built in 1923. 
Thursday Stratford on Avon: start your visit with a 1 hour morning sightseeing boat 
cruise on the River Avon. The remainder of the day is free to make your own 
discoveries in Stratford – from Shakespeare’s birthplace and Anne Hathaway’s cottage, 
an award winning Town Trail, a Butterfly Farm, the Museum of Witchcraft, beautiful 
Bancroft Gardens - to name but a few. 
Friday A visit to Gloucester Cathedral with a guided tour of the Cloisters, Tomb of 
Edward II and the Lady Chapel. Time for lunch in the Monk’s Kitchen. Return to Dorset 
by late afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Kingscourt Hotel, Kings Coughton 
Situated in a village location just 7 miles from Stratford upon Avon, this character 
hotel provides stylish and comfortable accommodation with top quality facilities. 
Based on a 16th century Tudor farmhouse and set in 16 acres of beautiful gardens 
it is family run and guards a reputation for personal service. All 61 bedrooms 
provide luxury mattresses, private bathroom with hairdryer, large screen TV, phone, 
tea tray and free wifi. The restaurant serves a menu of varied dishes using fresh 
local produce where possible in a relaxed and charming atmosphere. The adjacent 
Twisted Boot Bar is a traditional pub with a good selection of real ales and fine 
wines – the perfect place to socialise. The energetic can make use of a well 
equipped gym or for more sedate pleasure the gardens are lovely for a stroll. There 
is no lift, although bedrooms are only located on ground and first floors. 

Holiday Hotel 
Holiday Inn M4/J4 
A modern contemporary hotel ideally situated close to Heathrow and thus 
convenient for Central London. The fully soundproofed bedrooms all provide 
private bathroom, hairdryer, free toiletries, phone, television with movie channels, 
air-conditioning, safe, iron, tea-tray and free wifi. There is a lift to all floors. A 3 
course dinner is served in the restaurant for dinner, and a full cooked breakfast in 
the morning.  There is a choice of two bars in which to relax, or the energetic can 
use the fitness room.

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure from Dorset to London. Stop on Knightsbridge with time 
for lunch. The world famous museums are free to enter - just up the road is Harrods 
and nearby The Royal Albert Hall and Hyde Park. Later drive to Heathrow and 
check-in to the popular Holiday Inn near Heathrow where dinner awaits. 
Monday Morning visit to Kensington Palace, birthplace of Queen Victoria, former 
home of Diana and current residence to the Duke & Duchess of Cambridge. View the 
King’s & Queen’s State Apartments, Gardens and exhibition. This afternoon visit the 
Postal Museum – there is nothing ordinary about the story of the post! Later 
descend deep below the Mount Pleasant sorting office to the former Mail Rail depot 
and take a ride on a miniature postal railway under the streets of London – a 
theatrical experience that travels back in time. 
Tuesday After breakfast make a sightseeing drive through Central London to 
Waterloo station where the 11am steam train departure awaits you. Sit back in your 
wood panelled Pullman carriage for a 90 minute journey passing the famous 
landmarks and crossing the Thames, heading out into the countryside to Windsor. 
Along the way you will be served a brunch at your table, enjoying personal service 
and evoking bygone memories of the romance of steam travel.  Arrive Windsor 
12:25 – crowned by the Castle the town has so much history, culture, heritage and 
charm. There are beautiful gardens, cobbled streets, riverside walks and boat trips 
to enjoy.  Coach leaves Windsor 15:00 to return to Dorset with amazing memories 
by late afternoon. 



An action-packed long weekend that will have you questioning what really was the true highlight of your 
tour?– The Edinburgh Military Tattoo, a spectacle of music, light and precision movement OR, The Carlisle – 
Settle Railway, one of the world’s greatest railway lines running through sensational dales scenery OR, 
staying in an exclusive hotel based around a 16th century Baronial style tower house? No need to make a 
choice really – each is equally exciting and each is individually unique, making for a thoroughly enjoyable and 
varied tour at a great value-for-money price.  What’s not to like? 

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ 2 nights hotel in Peebles 

/ 1 night hotel in Preston 

/ Half board meals 

/ Ticket for Edinburgh Tattoo 

/ Carlisle-Settle train fare 

/ Local guide on train. 

Edinburgh Tattoo & Settle Railway 
4 Days – Thursday11th to Sunday 14th August 

Holiday Hotel 
Barony Castle Hotel, Peebles 
Part of the highly respected Mercure brand this exclusive 4 star hotel is based around a stunning 16th century tower house, steeped in history and surrounded by 25 acres of 
beautiful grounds. 76 well equipped bedrooms provide all modern conveniences including private bathroom, hairdryer, digital tv, phone, free wifi and tea tray.  Thompson’s 
Restaurant is regarded as one of the finest in the Borders, and the head chef formerly created dishes aboard the QE2. There is a well stocked bar and a comfortable lounge in 
which to relax and a fully equipped leisure spa with heated indoor pool, jacuzzi and gym. A lift serves all floors and room service is available.

Holiday Itinerary 
Thursday Early Morning departure from Dorset, driving 
northwards through the Midlands and past the Lakes 
to Peebles where tea/coffee & biscuits will welcome 
you while your bags are taken to the room. You will 
receive a booklet on the history of the hotel and some 
walks in the grounds. 
This evening guests are welcomed into the restaurant 
for a 3 course dinner with choices and tea/coffee to 
follow. 
Friday Morning to explore your surroundings and 
maybe enjoy one of those suggested walks. A 3 course 
lunch is included in lieu of evening dinner. Afternoon to 
Edinburgh, with time for sightseeing or shopping.  
Maybe visit the Castle, Gardens or Royal Yacht 
Britannia. You are free to source your own dinner in the 
city centre where you will be spoilt for choice. This 
evening take your seats for the famous Edinburgh 
Military Tattoo (side tiered seating with steps). The 
100 minute long show is possibly the most stupendous 
on Earth and commands a TV audience of over 100 
million – although there is absolutely no substitute for 

being there in person. When subtle lighting picks out 
the lone piper playing a lament on the castle ramparts, 
few in the audience fail to be moved by the 
atmosphere. We shall return to hotel late that night. 
Saturday Enjoy a lie-in or exploit the hotel leisure 
facilities. Leave hotel mid-morning and drive south to 
Carlise with time for lunch.  This afternoon board a 
train on the Carlisle-Settle Line accompanied by a local 
guide who will point out places of interest and history. 
The 73 mile long route crosses remote scenic regions 
of the Cumbrian Fells and Yorkshire Dales by way of 21 
viaducts and 14 tunnels – completed in 1876 and built 
using manpower and dynamite alone! There is a little 
time to enjoy the bustling dales town of Settle while 
the coach catches you up, then re-board to drive to 
Preston BW Leyland Hotel for a final overnight stay 
with dinner and breakfast. 
Sunday – Homeward bound with a stop at Webbs of 
Wychbold home & garden centre for lunch. 
Return to Dorset early evening. 

4 Days  

£479 
SRS: £50
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Escape to Wales’ 
high country – it’s 
an inspirational place 
with muscular mountains 
and green curvaceous hills.  
The landscapes are laced with 
clear flowing rivers – in fact 
there’s water everywhere from 
reed fringed pools to beautiful 
deep lakes.  The Cambrian 
Mountains region is a well kept secret, a hidden gem offering history 
and tradition in a truly unspoilt wild open wilderness.  With only a 
few good roads across this remote landscape our tour utilises three 
heritage railways to fully appreciate your magnificent surroundings. If 
you like your landscapes untouched by the ravages of time where 
nature still reigns supreme, this is the tour for you!

The river 
banks and 
villages of 
Suffolk & Essex have 
been made famous by 
two great artists – John 
Constable (born 1776) and 
Thomas Gainsborough 
(born 1726).  Here time has 
stood still despite modern 
farming practices and urban 
development.  The coastline of this region is probably best viewed 
from the deck of a boat as the mosaic of reed beds and marshes makes 
the approach from land difficult. Fortunately there are plenty of boat 
trips cruising the sheltered waters of the river estuaries and giving 
access to ancient fishing villages, waterside hamlets, wildlife-rich 
wetlands and historic sites dating back before the Romans.

The Riverbanks of 
Suffolk & Essex 
5 Days - Monday 15th to Friday 19th August

Welsh Wilderness 
Railways 
5 Days – Sunday 21st to Thursday 25th August
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ 3 x River Cruises 

/ Entry to Mangapps Rail Museum 

/ Entry to Beth Chatto Gardens 

 

5 Days  

£539 
SRS: £150

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Rheidol Railway fare 

/ W&L Railway fare 

/ Brecon railway fare 

/ Entry to Elan  
visitor centre   

 

5 Days  

£479 
SRS: £60

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Sevenoaks, the quintessential English 
market town with a great variety of charming shops and cafes for lunch. Continue to 
Colchester this afternoon.  
Tuesday Morning to Mangapps railway museum, a private collection of memorabilia 
dating back to the 19th century with many rescued railway buildings, locomotives and 
rolling stock. We hope to take a trip on the line.  Lunch is taken in Burnham on Crouch 
an historic and attractive yachting  town of olde world charm. This afternoon board a 
2 hour boat cruise on a traditional Thames Barge from Maldon on the River 
Blackwater – an area with rich wildlife and fascinating history. 
Wednesday Enjoy the sights and scenes along the River Orwell as we join a 2½ hour 
boat cruise from Ipswich Quayside to Pin Mill, taking in the most beautiful wooded 
stretches of the river – regaled with tales of smugglers and the waterside scenes by 
the crew.  This afternoon tour through Constable’s unchanging countryside visiting 
East Bergholt, his birthplace.  Later to Flatford Mill on the River Stour – the subject of 
his most famous painting.   
Thursday This morning sees us aboard the boat Jahan which cruises from 
Waldringfield on the River Deben for 2 hours – tea & biscuits included. An area of 
outstanding natural beauty which is brought to life with a skippers commentary. Time 
for lunch in Woodbridge, the gem in Suffolk’s crown is a beautiful riverside spot. This 
afternoon we visit the inspirational Beth Chatto Gardens, built from scratch in 1960 
from bogland and brambles, it features ecological planting working with nature to find 
the right spot for the right plant. 
Friday Homeward bound with a stop in Reigate for lunch.  Return to Dorset late 
afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Five Lakes Hotel & Spa, Colchester 
A superb 4 star resort hotel set in 320 acres of countryside and boasting its own 
golf course and ornamental lakes. Each of the 114 bedrooms comes equipped with 
private bathroom with free toiletries and hairdryer, satellite TV, air-conditioning, tea 
tray, iron/board, fridge and free Wifi. Meals are served in the Brasserie 1 restaurant 
which offers a wide selection of choices. You can socialise in Bar Lacu offering 
beers, wines and fabulous cocktails. There is also a Starbucks coffee shop on-site. 
Guests can exploit the leisure facilities which includes an indoor pool, gym and 
sauna. You can also book a massage, facial, manicure or any other number of 
treatments in the luxurious Spa. Lifts serve all floors.

Holiday Hotel 
Metropole Hotel, Llandrindod Wells 
A family owned and managed hotel whose reputation assures high standards and 
a warm welcome.  Wonderful surrounding countryside complements the 
splendour of this Victorian style hotel which is conveniently situated close to the 
town centre.  120 bedrooms all offer private bathroom with toiletries and 
hairdryer, telephone, trouser press, tea tray, radio and colour tv, free wifi and all 
accessible by lift.  The restaurant maintains a reputation for fine cuisine and 
there is a spacious lounge/bar in which to relax.  For the more energetic the hotel 
also offers a spectacular indoor leisure pool, a gym and sauna.

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure from Dorset, cross the Severn Bridge into Wales and stop at 
Abergavenny for lunch. Continue to Llandrindod and after check-in & porterage enjoy 
dinner. 
Monday Tour through the Cambrian Mountains to Aberystwyth to join the Vale of 
Rheidol Railway from Aberystwyth to Devil’s Bridge. The steam train provides an 
unforgettable journey through spectacular scenery, twisting and turning as it clings to 
the hillside. A round trip takes 3 hours including 1 hour at Devils Bridge to view the 
falls.  Afternoon to enjoy Aberystwyth, it has an impressive promenade, a ruined castle 
and an important university.   
Tuesday Morning free to explore Llandrindod Wells, a spa town since Roman times, 
renowned for its health-giving waters. Afternoon tour through the Elan Valley – an area 
of outstanding beauty and a “must see” of mid-Wales.  The lakes have been formed by 
damming the river valleys to provide water for the English Midlands. A stop at the 
Visitor Centre provides a historical background and an insight into the geology, nature 
and heritage. 
Wednesday Visit the Old Station at Welshpool, designed in the style of a French Chateau 
it is now used for retail although the original booking office and many railway artefacts 
are on display. Transfer to the nearby terminus of the Welshpool & Llanfair Light 
Railway and enjoy a 2½ hour round trip over 16 miles of tight curves and steep 
gradients – it’s not fast but we’re in no hurry! A 1 hour stop over at Llanfair Caereinion 
allows time to visit the teashop for lunch. 
Thursday Drive to Pant Station near Merthyr Tydfil and join the steam hauled Brecon 
Mountain Railway for a journey alongside the beautiful Taf Fechan Reservoir.  At 
Pontsticil you can alight and visit the café, admire the view and stroll alongside the lake.  
On return to Pant one hour later there is time to visit the loco sheds. An opportunity to 
get lunch here before returning to Dorset  by late afternoon.  



South Devon is 
known as the 
perfect family 
holiday destination, with its 
award winning attractions, 
traditional resorts, countryside 
and history. It’s no surprise 
that the major tourist centres 
become extremely busy during 
summer – which is why this 
holiday absolutely avoids the tourist hotspots and instead takes in the 
quieter less exploited sites. A diverse and magnificent landscape 
utterly contrasts with the jagged shore where pretty villages, lively 
towns and smaller beaches lie waiting to be discovered.  Hidden gems 
are speckled across the scenery which will captivate and enchant 
visitors lucky enough to be shown them.

Europe’s 
premier theme 
park is a magical 
experience mixing fairy 
tale characters with 
futuristic architecture, 
storybook charm and high 
technology.  There is so 
much to see and do with 
over 40 spectacular 
attractions in five themed lands and   
these vary from Western stage shows to Eastern bazaars, riverboat 
cruises to rollercoasters, parades, shows and shopping.  In addition 
your pass permits entry to the Walt Disney® Studios Park, right next 
door to the main park.  A single day is just not long enough so our price 
includes a TWO day pass into the parks to ensure your enjoyment is 
maximised and fun and excitement fully assured.  

Disneyland® - Paris 
4 Days – Friday 19th to Monday 22nd August 

£440.00 pp when 4 adults sharing a room 

£490.00 pp when 3 adults sharing a room 

£579.00 pp when 2 adults sharing a room 

£810.00 when 1 adult occupying a room 

Children (3-11 yrs) when sharing with 

Adult(s) - £290.00 per child  

Off The Beaten Track 
in South Devon 
4 days – Saturday 27th to Tuesday 30th August

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Buffet breakfast 

/ 2 day dated park hoppa pass for  
Disneyland® Park / Disney® Studios. 

4 Days  
from 

£440 

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Dartmouth boat cruise. 

4 Days  

£369 
SRS: £70

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset for midday Eurotunnel crossing to Calais.  
Continue to Disneyland® and check-in to our hotel early evening.  After settling in 
walk or bus around the lake to the exciting and bustling Disney® Village where a 
variety of shops, cafes and restaurants are available. 
Saturday & Sunday Two full days in Disney’s® magical parks which are guaranteed to 
enthrall, surprise and delight all ages.  A spectacular visual feast, magical realms 
beyond your wildest imagination, and rides to make you laugh, scream and fly!  There 
are big thrills, family adventures and fun for little ones.  It is all here just waiting for 
you to discover – and just when you thought it was good – it just gets even better!! 
Monday After breakfast drive to Calais for return afternoon Eurotunnel crossing, and 
so back to Dorset by that evening. 

Holiday Hotel 
Disney’s® Santa Fe Hotel, On-site Disneyland® 
The hotel is brightly decorated with a Mexican theme and represents the budget 
priced family accommodation within the Disney® complex.  Standard bedrooms are 
equipped with two double beds (accommodating up to 4 guests), private bathroom, 
satellite tv, radio and ceiling fan.  A free shuttle bus or a 15 minute walk around 
Lake Disney gets you to the two parks.  In the evenings you can sit back and relax 
in the Rio Grande bar while the kids wear themselves out in the hotel games area 
or the outdoor playground.  A substantial help-yourself continental buffet 
breakfast is included with every imaginable type of food available in the park 
during the day.

Holiday Hotel 
Passage House Hotel, Newton Abbot 
Quietly located on the outskirts of the town on the banks of the River Teign. 90 
bedrooms provide stylish accommodation with private bathroom, free toiletries, 
hairdryer, TV, phone, tea tray and Wifi – accessed by lift. There is a superb indoor 
pool, hot tub, gym and massage. The restaurant serves a varied menu using 
seasonal produce while enjoying views over the river. You can relax in the 
conservatory bar or sit outside on the sunny terrace. Next door is the hotels very 
own 18th century country pub with a welcoming atmosphere.

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday Morning from Dorset to Exeter for lunch. This afternoon visit Stover Country 
Park near Newton Abbot – 114 acres of woodland, heath, grassland, lake and marsh – a 
valuable wildlife refuge and full of history. You can choose to walk a 4 mile Heritage 
Trail or a shorter lake walk. Continue to hotel. 
Sunday Visit Teignmouth, a classic seaside resort that never did develop as big as the 
“Riviera resorts” along the coast. It has two beaches, a pier, pleasure gardens and a 
network of narrow streets that lead to the colourful harbour. This afternoon drive 
across the Teignmouth & Shaldon Bridge, once the longest in Britain, to the tiny 
fishing village of Shaldon. You can choose to visit the small zoo (next to coach park), 
venture through a smugglers tunnel to the exclusive Ness Beach (some steps) or walk 
down the steep hill into the charming old village. 
Monday Morning to Dartmouth, the idyllic harbourside town set at the mouth of the 
River Dart. We shall board a 1 hour river cruise viewing the waterside sights regaled 
by a skippers commentary. Stay in the town for lunch. After re-joining the coach we 
shall drive to the gorgeous coastal town of Salcombe, famed for its estuary views and 
rugged coastline. Lining the maze of narrow streets are a diverse range of shops and 
galleries to enjoy. Boat trips run from the quayside and a ferry crosses the harbour to 
East Portlemouth where the best beaches are found. 
Tuesday Spend the morning in delightful Totnes, packed with both Medieval and 
Tudor buildings and full of history. Those who wish can enjoy a 3 mile riverside walk 
(directions provided) to the nearby Dartington Cider Press centre, where a range of 
arts and craft shops provide eclectic shopping and lunch. Otherwise the coach will 
convey you there and after lunch we shall make our homeward journey to arrive back 
in Dorset that afternoon. 
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In 2022 Holland will host the World’s most spectacular Horticultural Exhibition – The Floriade 
Expo. Held once every ten years it occupies a 60 hectare site in the city of Almere and features 
indoor and outdoor exhibitions, show gardens, arts and culture and live events. It attracts visitors 
from around the world all of whom share a common enthusiasm for everything horticultural and 
floral. Electric buses and a cable car gets you around the vast site. We have carefully timed our 
visit to Floriade to coincide with the weekend of Holland’s biggest and best Flower Parade in the town of Zundert. A competition 
between 20 local villages to build and parade the best floral floats – some can be 3 storeys high and are covered in vast numbers of 
dahlia heads (8 million are used in total!). The parade of floats also includes marching bands and dancers – it is attended by thousands 
who gain every vantage point for a view. Fortunately we have pre-booked seats in the grandstand so no need for you to be climbing 
trees or scaling rooftops like the locals. 

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Porterage, Half board meals 

/ Entry to Floriade Expo 

/ Grandstand seat  
for Zundert Parade. 

Holiday Hotel 
Apollo Hotel, Papendrecht 
A modern high quality 4 star venue conveniently situated between our two featured events and so avoiding any excess travelling. 87 bright and contemporary bedrooms 
provide private bathroom with free toiletries and hairdryer, TV with satellite channels, phone, tea tray, minibar, safe, air-conditioning and free wifi. The in-house restaurant 
chefs provide a variety of delicious meals in an elegant yet informal setting. You can socialise in the lounge bar which often has a roaring log-fire, or take your drinks out onto 
the terrace. Room service is available and a lift serves all floors.

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Early morning departure from Dorset via 
Eurotunnel crossing to Calais and onwards through 
Belgium into Holland. Arrive Papendrecht with a 
welcome drink while the bags are portered to the 
rooms. 3 course dinner with choice and tea/coffee to 
follow. 
Saturday A full day at The Floriade Expo in Almere. A 
celebration of green and sustainable technology – 
inspiring gardens, workshops and exhibitions all full of 
energy and action. Naturally all in wonderful green 
surroundings. Some 40 countries participate and their 
national pavilions will present their culture, plants, 
flowers and local innovations. You won’t see a show 

like this for another decade. 
Sunday To Zundert, close to the Dutch/Belgium border. 
Spend the morning exploring the pretty town, its street 
entertainers and market stalls. This afternoon take 
your grandstand seats to view the incredible parade of 
flower – some of the floats have cost over 20,000 
euros to build and everything from cultivating the 
flowers to building the show-pieces is all done by 
volunteers. The art of construction has been passed 
down from generation to generation.  
Monday After an action-packed weekend we retrace 
our journey to Calais for afternoon Eurotunnel crossing 
and return to Dorset by that evening. 

4 Days  

£495 
SRS: £95
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Holland - Flowers Everywhere 
4 Days – Friday 2nd to Monday 5th September



Journey with us through the outstanding scenery of Norway’s Western Fjords, this 
is Norway “par excellence” and provides magnificent sightseeing and unforgettable 
experiences – the vibrant colours reflecting in the still waters of the fjords as they 
penetrate deep into the mountains.  The tranquillity and timeless beauty is 
frequently disturbed by powerful thundering waterfalls – the raw forces of mother 
nature are truly a sight to behold! This a holiday to anticipate and an experience to 
remember – a dramatic country with its unique landscapes, cultural attractions, high levels of   
customer service and outstanding hotels. 

Norway - Telemark & The Fjords 
12 Days – Friday 9th to Tuesday 20th September

Holiday Hotels 
Straand Hotel, Vradal 
A delightful 4 star family run hotel with a great lakeside location. Bedrooms are well appointed with private bathroom, hairdryer, television, minibar, telephone, desk and chairs or 
sofa and free wifi. There are two restaurants and two bars, a lovely terrace and even an old style drawing room with an open fire. Guests have use of the indoor swimming pool, 
sauna and fitness room. This historic and beautiful building has a lift and only ground and first floors so few access issues. 
 
Stalheim Hotel, Stalheim 
A landmark family run hotel with a history dating back to1885, The Stalheim has a reputation as an experience visitors to Norway should not miss – many come for the day but 
we have 3 nights here!  Bedrooms are well equipped with all of the facilities expected of a 4 star venue, including private bathroom, hairdryer, television and telephone – all are 
accessible by lift. The lounges and restaurant provide spectacular panoramas from every window and are renowned for hospitality and fine dining.  The hotel is furnished with 
many antiques and notable works of art that further enhance its unique ambience. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Very early morning departure from Dorset for 
Eurotunnel crossing to Calais. Onwards through 
Belgium and into Holland with overnight stay at 
Postillion Hotel Deventer with 3 course dinner and 
breakfast included. 
Saturday This morning drive east into Germany then 
turn north passing Hamburg and entering Denmark. 
Stay overnight at Scandic Hotel near Kolding with 3 
course dinner and breakfast. 
Sunday From Kolding drive through North Jutland to 
Hirtshalls to join the 12:45 hrs fast-ferry to 
Kristiansand, Norway arrive 16:30 hrs.  Disembark and 
experience your first taste of the pristine scenery that 
Norway is famed for. Drive inland past Skein and 
wonderful lakeland scenery to Vradal for 3 night stay 
at the Straand Hotel. 3 course dinners and breakfast 
included. 
Monday A relaxing day in Vradal. The hotel has great 
facilities including a heated indoor pool and wonderful 
gardens that sweep down to the lake. The village 
centre is a short stroll away and has some interesting 
craft shops. This afternoon we have arranged a special 
2 hour scenic cruise on Lake Nisser aboard the veteran 
boat MS Fran – a converted wooden tugboat built 1909.  
After dinner this evening and to set the scene for 
tomorrows tour we have arranged a showing of the 
film “Heros of Telemark” (1965 starring Kirk Douglas) in 

the hotel. 
Tuesday Panoramic excursion across the 
Hardangervidda Plateau National Park with spectacular 
views of the wild scenery and beautiful lakes. Visit the 
Telemark heavy water sabotage site (WW2) at 
Vermork, with minibus shuttle and entry included. 
Later continue past Lake Tinnsja to view Norways 
largest stave church (built 1200) at Heddal – a stunning 
fantasy-like building. 
Wednesday From Vradal we drive the Haukelifjell 
Mountain Road to Odda at the head of the Sorfjord.  
Tour along the western shore of the Hardangerfjord 
overlooked by the Folgefonn Glacier, the road clings 
precariously to the cliff edge. At Utne take a ferry 
across the Hardangerfjord to Kvanndal, then drive past 
Voss before making the climb to the spectacularly 
situated Stalheim Hotel for a three night stay. 
Thursday Sognefjord Circular : over the Vik Mountains 
to the town of Vik to view the Hopperstad stave 
church. On to Vangsnes – short ferry ride to Hella.  Pass 
the  Kvinna waterfall to Leikanger and on to Sogndal. 
Visit the Norwegian Glacier Museum near Fjaerland.  
Ferry from Mannheller to Fodnes and then visit Laerdal 
with its lovingly restored traditional wooden houses. 
Later visit the stave church at Borgund – exceptional!  
Travel via the new tunnel from Laerdal to Aurland 
(24.5 km – longest in the world) and so back to 
Stalheim. 

Friday  “The Norway in a Nutshell” excursion is one of 
the greatest highlights of any visit to Norway.  The day 
starts with a coach transfer to the port of Gudvangen. 
Here board a cruise through the seemingly impossibly 
narrow Naeroyfjord to Flam.  Then join the fantastic 
Flam Railway for a return journey to Myrdal with 
unforgettable views all the way.  Return to Stalheim 
that afternoon for a visit to the Stalheim Folk Museum 
– a unique collection of buildings and artefacts. 
Saturday Depart Stalheim and drive through beautiful 
forest scenery via Hol and Gol then through the 
pastoral Hallingdal Valley to Honefoss.  Finally arrive in 
Horten on Norway’s rugged Skagerrak Coast for 3 
course dinner and a comfortable overnight stay at the 
Thon Hotel Horten. 
Sunday – After an early breakfast join the 08:00 hrs 
fast-ferry from Larvik  to Hirtshals in Denmark – arrive 
11:45 hrs. Onward by road across Denmark into North 
Germany for overnight stay at Hotel Prisma in 
Neumuenster with 3 course dinner and breakfast. 
Monday Back across Germany and into the Netherlands 
to Hook of Holland with a little free time to source 
dinner. Join the night cruise ferry sailing for the UK, 
relaxing on-board in cabin with beds (not bunks) and 
shower/toilet. 
Tuesday Arrive Harwich this morning and travel 
homewards to arrive back in Dorset that afternoon. 
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Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel  / Eurotunnel fare 

/ Return fast ferry fares between  
Hirtshalls/Norway with reserved seat 

/ All internal fjord ferries in Norway 

/ Holland/Harwich overnight ferry with cabin, 

/ 7 nights hotel accommodation in Norway /  1 night in Holland 
 /  1 night in Denmark  /  1 night in Germany 

/ 3 course Evening dinner and Buffet breakfast at all hotels  
(no meals on ferry) 

/ Porterage at all hotels 

/ Entry to Vermork museum with minibus shuttles 

/ Entry to Glacier Museum  / Entry to Borgund Stave Church 

/ Norway in a Nutshell Cruise & Railway 

/ Cruise on Lake Nisser   

/ Entry to Stalheim Folk Museum. 

12 Days  

£1675 
SRS: £260



Ayrshire, Lanarkshire and Lothian do not have the highest tourist profiles and are often just a 
blur visitors whizz through on their way to the Highlands - Big Mistake! You would miss out on a 
huge swathe of Scotland that is in many ways the very heart of the country. Over the centuries 
its inhabitants bore the brunt of long, brutal wars with the English. Its farms have fed Scotland’s 
cities since industrialisation, and two of the country’s greatest literary icons, Sir Walter Scott and 
Robbie Burns lived and died here. Dominated by the Southern Uplands, a chain of bulging round-topped hills, it is a region of great 
history and landscapes where you can find plenty of breathing room and peaceful corners.

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals / Porterage 

/ B&K railway journey 

/ Firth of forth Cruise with cream tea 

/ Admission and tour  

of Drumlanrig Castle 

/ All attraction ticket  
for New Lanark 

Sensational Southern Scotland 
5 days – Monday 19th to Friday 23rd September 

Holiday Hotel 
New Lanark Hotel, Lanark 
An impressive 18th century cotton mill that has been beautifully restored in the New Lanark World Heritage Site. Many original features have been retained while providing the 
expected facilities of a 4 star venue. 38 bedrooms all equipped with private bathroom with toiletries, hairdryer, phone, television/radio, tea tray, safe, iron, wifi and stunning 
views. Mill One Restaurant is stylish yet informal and serves traditional Scottish dishes using local ingredients. Mill One Bar is a comfortable space in which to socialise with a 
drink. Guests have use of the hotels indoor heated pool, jacuzzi, sauna and gym and can book beauty or massage treatments in the Spa (extra). 
A lift serves all floors and room service is available. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Early morning departure from Dorset driving 
northwards with refreshment stops as appropriate to 
arrive at our stunning Lanarkshire base in time for a 3 
course dinner followed by tea/coffee. 
Tuesday – After a Scottish breakfast drive into Lothian 
and out onto the banks of the Forth Estuary for a 
journey on the Bo’ness & Kinneil Railway. Your vintage 
train meanders beside the water, through woods, past 
waterfalls and over the Avon Viaduct on a 10 mile 
round trip recreating the romance of a golden age. 
There will be time to view the railway museum after.  
Continue to South Queensferry situated between the 
awesome Forth Bridges. Here we shall board a 
sightseeing cruise on the Firth of Forth with a cream 
tea included. Enjoy unrivalled views of the three 
bridges, Blackness Castle and have your camera ready 
to capture the marine wildlife. 

Wednesday – Venture south into the Southern Uplands 
and visit Drumlanrig Castle – “The Pink Palace” is 
beautiful on the outside, but exquisite on the inside. A 
guided tour provides insight into 600 years of Douglas 
family history, works of art, architecture and culture. 
Later our journey takes us across Ayrshire to Mauchline 
with a pause to view the National Burns Memorial 
Tower. Continue to the seaside resort of Troon with its 
bustling harbour and sandy beach. 
Thursday – A relaxing day to enjoy the hotel and the 
New Lanark UNESCO Heritage Site, which includes a 
visitor centre, video exhibition, restored buildings, 
working machinery and stunning views of the valley. 
There is a woodland walk and a short stroll is richly 
rewarded. All attraction ticket included. 
Friday Homeward bound with stops as appropriate to 
arrive back in Dorset early evening. 

5 Days  

£520 
SRS: £80
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Our short 
overnight breaks 
to London are 
proving increasingly 
popular so we have extended 
this tour by an extra night to 
give you more opportunities – 
no ties, no pre-booked visits or 
planned excursions – the time 
is yours to dispose of as you 
wish.  London has so much to offer it might be difficult to decide what 
to include.  The famous landmarks are all there and easy to explore on 
foot – The London Eye, Big Ben, Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square. 
The shopping opportunities of Oxford Street and Regent Street where 
the major retailers have their flagship stores should not be missed.  
Most of the National Museums and Galleries are free to enter and there 
are countless other attractions such as Madame Tussauds, the London 
Dungeon, HMS Belfast, The Tower, River Cruises … and so much more

Derbyshire, 
Nottinghamshire and 
Staffordshire are the 
essential English Shires 
that form a region broadly 
termed Central England or 
less glamorously the North 
Midlands. An area more 
generally regarded for its industrial   
base, it contains significant historical sites   
important to the story of England as well as cultural and architectural 
jewels, not to mention often overlooked scenic beauty. From the 
breath-taking Derbyshire Dales to legendary Sherwood Forest, not 
forgetting the National Memorial Arboretum – this is a busy holiday full 
of variety; Keep up!

The Essence  
of the Shires 
5 days – Monday 26th to Friday 30th September 

More Freedom  
of London 
3 Days - Saturday 1st to Monday 3rd October

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals  / Narrowboat cruise 

/ Entry to Sherwood Forest Centre 

/ Entry to Clumber Park 

/ Entry to National Memorial Arboretum 

/  Guide in Nottingham 

5 Days  

£475 
SRS: £110

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 2 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Buffet breakfast 

3 Days  

£235 
SRS: £110

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset via a lunch stop in Oxford to arrive 
Nottingham late afternoon. After settling in dinner is served in the restaurant. 
Tuesday To the beautiful Derwent Valley to board the canal-boat “Birdswood” for a 2 
hour cruise on the Cromford canal. Departing from Cromford Mills wharf – a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site preserving the worlds’ first successful water powered cotton 
spinning mill and acclaimed as the first real factory system. After lunch drive into the 
Derbyshire Dales with a short stop at Bakewell, famous for puddings. Then a pretty 
scenic drive between dry-stone walls by way of Monyash back to hotel. 
Wednesday We shall visit the Sherwood Forest Visitor Centre, a magical destination 
for everyone wishing to enjoy the beautiful woodland and enduring legend of Robin 
Hood. Hundreds of ancient oaks over 500 years old – the Major Oak is thought to be 
1000 years old. Walks for all abilities allow you to explore this special majestic 
landscape. This afternoon we continue to Clumber Park, once the country estate of 
the Dukes of Newcastle. The mansion was demolished in 1938 but there are still 
glimpses of its grand past. From the Gothic chapel, you can follow in the footsteps of 
Dukes through pleasure gardens, the walled kitchen garden, picturesque parkland, a 
lake walk and see an array of wildlife. 
Thursday Morning to the National Memorial Arboretum – we arrive in time for the 
11:00 Act of Remembrance which includes a 2 minute silence, followed by free time 
for personal visits. A living, growing tribute to all those who have served our Nation – 
the 150 acre site is home to over 330 thought-provoking memorials. Return to 
Nottingham this afternoon where we are joined by a local guide for a tour of the city 
(part walk/part coach) – learn more about Robin Hood, the Civil War, Lord Byron and 
DH Lawrence whose associations bring its fascinating story to life. 
Friday Homewards bound with a stop in Abingdon, a charming town with a colourful 
history. Return to Dorset late afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Delta Hotel by Marriott, Nottingham Belfry 
Following a refurbishment in 2020 this modern 4 star hotel offers a high level of 
style and comfort. Bedrooms are spacious and light with private bathroom, 
toiletries, hairdryer, tea tray, large TV, phone, free wifi, fridge, safe and air-
conditioning. The Lawrence Restaurant provides a substantial breakfast buffet and 
3 course dinner using local ingredients. The Oaks Bar offers a range of drinks over 
which to socialise in a relaxing environment. A leisure club allows guests use of a 
heated indoor pool, jacuzzi, gym and sauna – towels provided. Lifts serve all floors 
and room service is available.

Holiday Hotel 
Copthorne Tara Hotel, Kensington 
A modern 4 star hotel situated just a 3 minute stroll from Kensington High Street 
and its famous museums, shops, restaurants and tube station – it puts you right at 
the centre of things. All bedrooms provide private bathroom with toiletries, 
hairdryer, television, phone, free wifi, fridge, tea tray and air-con . The Restaurant 
provides a buffet breakfast each morning. Dinner is available if you care to dine 
here – although there are plenty of eateries nearby. The Bar is a comfortable place 
to socialise in the evening. Concierge can arrange theatre tickets, taxis etc, and 
room service is available. Lifts serve all floors. There is a fitness room for guests 
use.

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday Morning  departure from Dorset direct to Central London. Arrive at the hotel 
around 11:30am – the luggage can be stored securely at reception and you can check-
in at any time after 4pm (or later that evening).  The remainder of the day is free for 
you to discover our historic and exciting capital city. 
Sunday After breakfast the whole day is free for you to make your discoveries. The 
museums of Kensington open at 10 am on Sunday – the shops of Oxford Street at 12 
noon. A great way to view the city is to hop-on and off a sightseeing red double 
decker bus which leaves from Marble Arch very frequently and do not need to be pre-
booked. 
Monday Buffet Breakfast is included at the hotel.  The morning and early afternoon 
are at your leisure in London.  Our coach will be departing from the hotel at 6pm to 
head homewards – return to Dorset that evening. 
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October is a very special time in Tuscany – not only for the weather which is still warm 
but not hot – but also because of the many special opportunities to enjoy the region at its 
best. Countless shades of Autumn, the scent of mushrooms and chestnuts – every 
weekend there are traditional harvest festivals where in the historic villages the flavours  
of the past mingle with the crackling of fire, mouth-watering food, chattering people and 
historic games. Tuscany is classical Italy, but rather than concentrate our sightseeing on 
the larger cities with their grand Renaissance architecture, we are emphasising the hilltop medieval towns that overlook a beautiful 
landscape of rustic vineyards and age old olive groves. Our chosen harvest festival at Abbadia San Salvatore is preceded by a vintage 
steam train ride through the stunning scenery of The Crete Senesi – an area of soft rolling hills, massive Cypress trees and ancient 
villages – a special and rare experience to greatly enhance your appreciation of this stunning landscape.

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 2 x overnight hotel in Reims area 

/ 2 x overnight hotel in Aosta area 

/ 5 nights accommodation in Chianciano 

/  Half board meals  / Porterage at Chianciano 

/ 4 days local guide services in Italy 

/ Headsets for guide commentary 

/ Cheese tasting visit  / Steam train fare 

/ Local lunch in Cortona 

/ City tourist taxes 

Holiday Hotel 
Grand Hotel Le Fonti, Chianciano Terme 
An impressive 4 star venue in the centre of the town, completely refurbished and restyled with great attention to detail while losing none of its timeless elegance. 74 
bedrooms are traditionally furnished and decorated and provide private bathroom with free toiletries and hairdryer, television with satellite channels, phone, safe, fridge, air-
conditioning, balcony and free wifi. The “Mariposa” restaurant provides typical Tuscan and Italian dishes, including fresh hand-made pasta, enhanced by panoramic views 
from the large windows. The adjacent Grand Italia Bar is spacious and relaxing and will advise on the best local wines, mix perfect cocktails and serves speciality teas. There 
is a sun terrace and an outdoor pool fed by thermal springs with a water temperature of over 33 degrees all year. A lift serves all floors, room service and laundry is available, 
porterage included.

Holiday Itinerary 
Thursday Early morning departure via Eurotunnel 
crossing to Calais and through Northern France to 
Reims area for overnight stay.  A good 3 star hotel with 
3 course dinner and breakfast. 
Friday Continuing southwards through France, climbing 
into the Alps and crossing the border into Italy to Aosta 
for overnight stay. A good 3 star hotel with 3 course 
dinner and breakfast. 
Saturday Passing Milan – Bologna – Florence to enter 
the Tuscan Region and our resort base for 5 nights at 
Chianciano Terme in the Province of Siena.  Porterage 
is provided on arrival at The Grand Hotel Le Fonti. 
Dinners are 3 courses plus a salad buffet each evening 
– one night is a specialty Tuscan menu. Breakfast is an 
extensive international hot & cold buffet. 
Sunday We shall be escorted by a local guide all day to 
visit the beautiful town of Montepulciano, a 
Renaissance gem with elegant palaces, charming 
squares and ancient churches. There are amazing 
views across the Orcia and Chiana Valleys, and the 
towns beating heart is located in the Piazza Grande.  
We continue on towards Pienza and are invited to visit 
a  traditional Pecorino cheese producer – see the 
manufacture and sample the delicious finished 
product.  Later we visit the village of Bagno Vignon, 
where instead of the usual central square we find a 
huge thermal lake that was formerly used as a spa and 
now attracts many artists and film crews. 

Monday Possibly the highlight of your holiday: We first 
drive into Siena to board a historic steam train journey 
to Monte Antico, where it shunts and you can get off to 
take photos. Then it continues through the Val d’Orcia 
Park, the Brunello di Montalcino area and the unique 
Crete Senesi landscape to arrive in Torrenieri after 2½ 
hours.  Our coach will meet you and make the short 
drive to the village of Abbadis San Salvatore in the 
heart of the Monte Amiata – an ancient volcano, now 
dormant. A blaze of colour and heady aromas await at 
the annual celebration of agricultural production – food, 
drink, exhibitions, crafts, plays and music. A wide range 
of tastings from autumn fruits and jams, chestnuts, 
mushrooms, pork and traditional sweet desserts can be 
purchased. A local guide will escort us for the whole 
day. 
Tuesday This morning visit the well preserved 
medieval town of Cortona – our guide will lead us up 
steep steps through the narrow streets of this 
quintessential hill-top town to the grand central 
squares, where everyday life can be observed. Sit in a 
pavement café and watch the world go by – enjoy 
gastronomic delights, discover handicrafts, or explore 
the renowned local museum.  A traditional local lunch 
is included today.  Up next is the town of Arezzo – 
again our guide will give an exceptional insight into 
the history – you will be shown the Church of Santa 
Maria della Pieve with its impressive pillared and 
arched façade which overlooks the Grande Piazza.  

Wednesday The houses that crown the top of the hill 
in Perugia are visible from miles away – the distinctive 
silhouette has changed little since the Middle ages. 
Our local guide will lead us through a treasure trail of 
interesting sights and tell us stories from down 
through the ages – the Medieval Fountain, National 
Gallery, Cathedral and 16th century Fortress just a few 
to name.  We continue on to Assisi, birthplace of St 
Francis, where visitors will be entranced by the 
spirituality and art that abounds here – virtually 
untouched by modern buildings. Your guided tour will 
include the Basilica with the frescoes produced by 
Giotto, the wonderful town square, the Cathedral of 
San Ruffino and the Gothic Church of St Clare. As if 
cupped in celestial hands with the plains spreading 
below, the sight of Assisi always sends souls spiraling 
towards heaven – unforgettable! 
Thursday A fond farewell to our Tuscan hosts as we 
head northwards to Aosta in Northern Italy for 
overnight stay. A good 3 star hotel with 3 course 
dinner and breakfast. 
Friday Back across the Alps and into France for 
overnight stay near Reims. A good 3 star hotel with 3 
course dinner and breakfast. 
Saturday A final days travelling as we join an afternoon 
Eurotunnel crossing to the UK and drive back to Dorset 
by that evening 

10 Days  

£1090 
SRS: £170
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Italy - Harvest Festival in Tuscany 
10 Days – Thursday 6th to Saturday 15th October



Come and experience Ireland’s Ancient East comprising the counties of Carlow, Kilkenny, Wexford and 
Waterford situated on the South East corner reputed to be the driest and warmest. Enjoy memorable 
food experiences, wander down cobbled lanes of medieval towns and explore the gorgeous gardens 
displaying their spectacular Autumn colour. A short ferry ride over the Irish Sea another world waits to 
be explored – so close yet so different. Leafy countryside where towering mountain ranges and 
meandering rivers provide a postcard perfect backdrop to fascinating history, myths and legends. 
Ireland truly is a place of beautiful landscapes, rich heritage and unique culture, but above all it is the friendly locals with their spontaneity, good 
humour and love of life that will keep you coming back.

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return ferry crossings 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to Lullymore Heritage Park 

/  Entry to Irish Stud and Gardens 

/  Entry to Huntington Castle 

/ Entry to Wicklow Gaol 

/ Waterford Viking guided tour 

/ Entry to Dunbrody Famine Ship 

Autumn Glory in Ireland’s East 
5 Days – Monday 17th to Friday 21st October

Holiday Hotel 
Woodford Dolmen Hotel, Carlow 
Located on the banks of the River Barrow this superb 3 star hotel is very comfortable and extends a friendly Irish welcome to guests. The 81 bedrooms all provide private 
bathroom with toiletries and hairdryer, large TV, telephone, tea tray, heating, iron and most are accessed by lift. The stylish Plum Tree Bistro serves fine food prepared by the 
chef who trained Jamie Oliver and has cooked for royalty and celebrities. You can enjoy a stroll around the landscaped hotel gardens which includes a spectacular bridge to a 
private island in the river. The Dolmen Bar is the perfect place to enjoy a drink, to socialise and share stories of the day’s discoveries, or sit out on the terrace and soak in the 
countryside views. Entertainment is provided on one night.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Early morning departure from Dorset to 
Fishguard to join the 13:00 ferry to Rosslare in Ireland 
(approx. 3½ hours). On arrival make the drive to Carlow 
with a welcome cuppa while the bags are portered to 
the rooms. 3 course dinner with choice of menu and 
tea/coffee. 
Tuesday Venture into the Bog of Allen for a guided 
tour of the award winning Lullymore Heritage Park – 
9000 years of history is followed by a spot of 
traditional turf cutting and a Peatland Heritage 
Railway ride. Later we continue to the Irish National 
Stud and Japanese Gardens near Tully. For over 100 
years this working stud farm has produced 
thoroughbreds capable of being crowned champions 
worldwide. The acclaimed Japanese Gardens were 
created between 1906-10 by a Japanese master 
horticulturalist and executed to perfection to portray 
“The Life of Man” using trees, shrubs, lawns, rocks and 
water. They are peaceful and thought provoking. 
Wednesday A short drive to Huntington Castle and 
Gardens at Clonegal – built in 1625 and still home to 
the same family. A guided tour will tell the tales of this 
beautiful castle with time to roam the stunning 

gardens after. Enjoy stunning formal plantings, an 
impressive Lime Avenue and world famous Yew walk, 
Champion trees, water features and exotic shrubs in 
their Autumn glory. Later drive into the charming 
seaside town of Wicklow and, after time to take in its 
sights, we pass through “the gates of hell” for an 
unforgettable tour of its infamous gaol. An 
unforgettable journey through this original prison 
building, telling stories of the men, women and children 
imprisoned here under British rule over two centuries 
of turbulent history. An epic, cruel and tragic account 
interwoven into the history of Ireland itself. 
Thursday Today begins in Waterford, founded by 
Vikings in 914, the city has an exciting medieval 
flavour and riverside bustle. We shall enjoy a 1 hour 
walking tour of its Viking Triangle which takes in 6 
national monuments, uncovers architectural treasures 
and gains an insight into invasions, battles and 
victories that have shaped the country. This afternoon 
continue to New Ross and a visit to the Dunbrody 
Famine Ship Experience, with its animated 
interpretation of Irelands Famine story. An authentic 
reproduction of an 1840s emigrant sailing vessel with 
costumed performers to guide you around and provide 

a unique insight into the desperate situation the Irish 
people faced at the time. 
Friday Early check-out from hotel to make the morning 
ferry from Rosslare (sails 08:00) with breakfast 
included onboard. On arrival at Fishguard disembark 
and drive homewards, returning to Dorset by early 
evening. 

5 Days  

£520 
SRS: £120
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Marco Pierre 
White (born 11 
December 1961) is a 
British chef, restaurateur, 
and television personality. He 
has been dubbed the first 
celebrity chef, and the enfant 
terrible of the UK restaurant 
scene. In 1994, at age 32, 
White became both the youngest chef and the first British chef to be 
awarded three Michelin stars. Working with a exclusive group of 
partners his unique food can now be enjoyed at a variety of 
restaurant locations – his most successful chain is the Marco Pierre 
White Steakhouse Bar and Grill which provides everything you could 
expect of a steakhouse but with the superior quality of Marco Pierre 
White. Here you have the opportunity to see what all the fuss is 
about - enjoy a three course evening dinner from a menu created by 
the famous chef himself. This is not just about unforgettable food, 
but also the experience, the buzz, the atmosphere and enjoying the 
best company of friends and family in gorgeous surroundings.

This “Mystery 
Tour” represents 
great value and adds a 
touch of excitement to a 
short-break away.  We shall 
be including visits to some 
unlikely but interesting 
places – if we told you where 
you were going it would take 
the fun away, but we 
promise you will be pleasantly surprised. ALL admission fees are 
included in the tour price – so no extra to pay while away. If you are a 
regular traveller with these always popular Mystery Breaks we do 
assure you that it will be somewhere different from previous seasons. 
But where on Earth?....don’t worry, a passport is not required!

4 Star Autumn 
Mystery Tour 
3 Days – Sunday 23rd to Tuesday 25th October

Marco Pierre White 
Dining Experience 
2 Days – Sunday 30th to Monday 31st October
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel   

/  2 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals  

/ Entry fees to pre-booked  
places of interest   

 

3 Days  

£285 
SRS: £79

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 1 night hotel accommodation 

/ MPW Dining Experience 

/ Breakfast 

 

 

2 Days  

£120 
SRS: £25

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Morning departure from Dorset, we make a meandering drive towards our 
chosen destination with stops en-route for refreshment.  There may be an included 
visit to an attraction, or time for sightseeing en-route.  Our driver will be keeping your 
ultimate goal a closely guarded secret – threats or bribery are strictly forbidden and a 
lot of “red herrings” may result if he is provoked!  Arrive hotel late afternoon with time 
to settle in before an evening dinner.  Later that evening relax in the lounges or bar 
and speculate with your fellow travellers what delights the next day may bring? 
Monday A full day excursion – maybe nearby, maybe a little further away – who knows 
what devious surprises we have laid on for your pleasure?  Rest assured you are in for 
a treat you might not normally have considered.  A variety of visits to places of 
interest have been arranged and the entry fees are all included in your holiday price. 
Return to hotel late afternoon.   
Tuesday After a leisurely breakfast we drive homeward bound avoiding our outwards 
route, stopping somewhere interesting with time for lunch, to arrive back in Dorset 
that afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Mystery Hotel 
We guarantee a luxurious 4 STAR standard of accommodation and the usual high 
quality refinements to ensure a comfortable two nights stay.  Meals will be on a 
half board basis (3 course evening dinner and breakfast) with a choice of menu. 
Bedrooms are equipped with private bathroom with toiletries, hairdryer, satellite 
TV, phone, tea tray and free wifi.  There is an indoor heated pool and gym, a 
comfortable lounge and bar in which to socialise. A lift serves all floors and room 
service is available.

Holiday Hotel 
Mercure Hotel, Bridgwater 
A modern and stylish FOUR star hotel set in the heart of this historic town 
offering 119 contemporary guest bedrooms with comfort in mind. All provide 
private bathroom with rainfall shower, toiletries, hairdryer, telephone, satellite TV, 
high-speed wifi, safe, fridge, tea tray and air-conditioning/heating. The hotel is 
complemented by the Marco Pierre Steakhouse serving delicious food which 
champions the use of fresh seasonal produce – it is a regional favourite for 
foodies and those looking for a touch of luxury. There is a stylish bar in which to 
socialise serving everything from coffees to cocktails in a relaxed setting. A well 
equipped fitness suite is available to guests and lifts serve all floors for the less 
energetic.

Holiday Itinerary 
Sunday Mid-morning departure to Glastonbury in Somerset where we pause for 
refreshments and time to admire the pretty towns ancient and medieval sites, many 
rich in myth. The famous tower topped Tor overlooking the town is linked to 
Arthurian legend and the ruined abbey was said to contain his grave. Later this 
afternoon drive over the Polden Hills into Bridgwater and check-in to our impressive 
hotel, the 4 star Mercure where porterage is provided. After settling in to your 
comfortable room and freshening up make your way to The Marco Pierre White 
Steakhouse, where you will receive a warm welcome and impeccable service to 
complement the high quality meats, fish, mouth watering starters and timeless 
puddings you are about to experience. A menu to suit all tastes, including 
vegetarian, it is typically a mix of Marco’s childhood favourites and modern day 
delicacies – classic dishes, simply cooked and served without fuss.  
Monday After a restful nights sleep enjoy a choice of full English or continental 
breakfast in the restaurant. After checking out of the hotel make the short drive to 
Cheddar, the charming village boasts ancient architecture, gentle riverside walks, 
world famous cheese makers and of course, the magnificent limestone Gorge 
containing the Cheddar Caves. This afternoon drive up through the ravine, 
marvelling at the awesome inland cliffs formed over a million years ago. Returning 
to Dorset that afternoon. 



If you think it’s too expensive to stay in a good quality hotel in the centre of Paris think again! – We have 
secured this amazing floating hotel moored close to the Eiffel Tower which includes comfortable 
accommodation in cosy well equipped cabins with large windows giving wonderful river views. Just like other 
cruises there is entertainment provided in the evening and an amazing array of FULL BOARD meals included. 
France’s romantic capital city has something for everyone and its popularity seems everlasting – it is the 
perfect late season destination.  During this short-break you will easily discover the magic of the city for 
yourself, it is just impossible to avoid being swept up by the bright lights and glamour!   

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 3 nights cabin accommodation 

/ Full board meals (from dinner on Day 
1 to breakfast on Day 4) 

/ On-board entertainment, 

/ 2 x Evening cruises 

/ Welcome cocktail 

/ Local guide services 

Paris Afloat 
4 Days – Friday 4th to Monday 7th November

Holiday Accommodation 
Croisieurope MS Botticelli 
An elegant vessel providing just 75 well serviced cabins – you will certainly notice the personal attention. All are equipped with twin beds (not bunks), private shower & 
toilet, hairdryer, satellite TV, radio, 220v power socket (for your travel kettle or shaver) and safe. They also have individual heating/air-conditioning and wifi is available on-
board.  There is a lounge bar with dance floor and your full board meals are taken in the spacious dining room while enjoying river views.  There are only 2 decks but no lift so 
you will need to cope with one flight of stairs. CroisieEurope may substitute an identical vessel from one of its excellent fleet.

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset for midday 
Eurotunnel crossing to Calais. Drive on to Central Paris 
for 18:00 boarding the ship. A Captains cocktail and 
welcome from the host before you enjoy dinner in the 
restaurant. Later you can socialise in the lounge and 
meet your fellow guests. 
Saturday A local guide will join us on the coach for a 
panoramic tour of the legendary sights of this 
beautiful and magical city – tell us the facts and 
figures, history and stories. Return to the ship for 
lunch. The afternoon is free to make your own 
discoveries – a 15 minute walk along the Seine gets 
you to the Eiffel Tower, just about as story-book 
perfect as you could imagine.  After dinner there will be 
music and dancing into the night. Subject to the river 
water level we may also cruise to the ultra-modern 

district of La Defense. 
Sunday With the local guide we drive to Old 
Montmartre with its pavement cafes, artists and 
winding streets – The Basilica of Sacre-Coeur has a 
surprising Byzantine style. This tour includes some 
walking. Return to the ship for lunch. The afternoon is 
again free. Maybe visit the nearby Trocadero Gardens, 
hit the shops, or simply relax on the ship. A Gala dinner 
this evening with cabaret entertainment, during which 
the ship will undertake a “Paris by Night” cruise 
(subject to river water level) where you will float 
through the beautifully illuminated city – simply 
breathtaking! 
Monday After breakfast disembark the ship and head 
homewards via afternoon Eurotunnel crossing. Return 
to Dorset by early evening. 

4 Days  

£479 
Upgrade: £80
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Shropshire is a 
delightful base for 
this themed break – 
the surrounding 
countryside is tucked away 
between the English and Welsh 
borders and is a sheer delight 
at any time of year.  Unspoilt, 
undeveloped and unrushed, 
retaining an air of “yester-
year”. England’s finest medieval towns, sweet black and white 
villages, spectacular castles and dramatic scenery are all guaranteed 
to captivate and leave you wanting more. Our tour includes a fun-
filled entertainment programme and themed meals that will get you 
in the mood for the approaching festive season.

Our Tinsel & 
Turkey tours 
have increased in 
popularity every year 
and this holiday picks up 
on the same theme but 
changes the pace 
somewhat.  Rather than 
the usual bingo, karaoke, 
and sing-songs we have 
chosen a more sedate programme here   
while still offering a fully festive theme to get you in the mood for the 
coming Christmas season.  Join us at this elegant country house hotel 
situated in the lovely Cornish resort of St Agnes offering a traditional 
atmosphere and congenial company…..”Christmas time mistletoe and 
wine, Children sing in Christian rhyme, With logs on the fire and gifts 
on the tree,  A time to rejoice in the good that we see”…. 

Cornwall -  
Mistletoe & Wine 
5 Days – Thursday 10th to  

Monday 14th November

Tinsel & Turkey 
in Olde England 
5 Days – Monday 14th to  
Friday 18th November
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to The Eden Project 

/ Festive entertainment package  
(may vary). 

 

5 Days  

£399 
SRS: £50

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to Blists Hill Museum 

/ Festive entertainment  
programme (may vary) 

 

 

5 Days  

£395 
SRS: £70

Holiday Itinerary 
Thursday Morning departure from Dorset to Plymouth.  Where better than the Drake 
Circus shopping centre to get your Christmas shopping off to a flying start?  Resume 
to St Agnes that afternoon.  After settling in join the welcome party in the bar for a 
glass of sherry followed by a delicious evening dinner in the Tom Noggi restaurant.   
Friday Excursion to Truro, the “capital” of Cornwall with its magnificent cathedral.   
Later continue to Falmouth offering a maritime heritage and charming mix of shops.  
After dinner a Cornish Choir “Proper Job” will entertain us into the night with soothing 
melodies and some festive favourites. 
Saturday A wonderful day of sightseeing via Porthleven (coffee) to Penzance (lunch) 
a popular resort draped in sub-tropical plants. Then to St Ives, whose gaily coloured 
stone cottages appear to tumble over each other down to the sea. Santa is due in the 
hotel bar at 6:15 pm – have you been good?  A Traditional Christmas Dinner with all 
the trimmings is served that evening followed by entertainment with vocalist “Vince”. 
Sunday To The Eden Project – Cornwall’s gigantic global garden featuring the largest 
greenhouses in the world containing an interpretation of a living rain forest with the 
sights, sounds and smells of the tropics. Back at the hotel we enjoy another superb 
dinner followed by a Festive Quiz evening then mince pies in the bar at 10pm. 
Monday Morning departure from hotel with warmest wishes ringing in your ears. Stop 
at Buckfast Abbey for lunch. Return to Dorset by late afternoon.  

Holiday Hotel 
Rosemundy House Hotel, St. Agnes 
A family run hotel set in four acres of secluded gardens and woodlands within the 
quaint village of St Agnes, this elegant Queen Anne Residence dates back to the 
1780s. Extensively refurbished and upgraded to three star standard you are 
assured a comfortable stay with friendly and attentive service.  All of the guest 
bedrooms are individually decorated and furnished – each providing private 
bathroom, central heating, colour tv and tea tray.  Three comfortable lounges and a 
well stocked bar provide space for relaxation and reflection.  The “Tom Noggi” 
Restaurant is highly regarded and provides a varied range of meals using fresh 
ingredients.  Very highly praised by previous Bluebird guests!  A programme of 
themed entertainment is provided – see below.

Holiday Hotel 
Buckatree Hall Hotel, Telford 
An impressive black and white building which has existed in many forms over the 
years including grand private residence, country club and more recently a family 
run hotel that has been lovingly refurbished to today’s high standard. Bedrooms 
are tastefully decorated and furnished and provide private bathroom with 
hairdryer, 32 inch digital TV, phone, iron/board, in-room safe, tea tray and free 
wifi. The Lakeside Restaurant overlooks the hotel gardens and its menus 
showcase fresh local and seasonal ingredients to create a memorable dining 
experience. The hotel boasts a guests only hi-tec gym with complimentary 
towels and water provided. A lift serves both floors although there are some 
steps between levels. A favourite Bluebird partner hotel that always receives 
superb reviews.

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Morning departure from Dorset to Stratford on Avon for lunch. The medieval 
birthplace of William Shakespeare – it’s half timbered Tudor architecture bestows a near 
“fairy-tale” quality to the town. Continue to Telford with tea and mince pies while the 
bags are portered. After settling in enjoy dinner. 
Tuesday – “Christmas Day” starts with a drive through England’s “Little Switzerland” – 
the colourful Shropshire Hills to Church Stretton, then into historic Ludlow. Still set 
around its original medieval street plan – an official “slow town” that avoids hustle and 
bustle. Later call at Leominster, full of black and white buildings, antique shops and 
history by the bucketful. This evening we are treated to a full Christmas dinner with all 
the trimmings followed by live musical entertainment. 
Wednesday – “Boxing Day” we visit Blists Hill Victorian Town in the picturesque 
Ironbridge Gorge. A recreation of a late 19th century town – traditional shops, cosy 
cottages, workshops and tradespeople in period costumes. Enjoy a carriage ride or take 
a stroll alongside the canal. Back at the hotel dinner is followed by in-house bingo/quiz 
entertainment this evening. 
Thursday – “New Years Eve” sees us in Shrewsbury, one of England’s finest medieval 
market towns packed with timber framed buildings, narrow streets and alleyways. It has 
over 600 listed buildings including the famous abbey and castle. The River Severn 
forms a great loop around the town and you can enjoy the sights from a boat cruise. 
This afternoon we cross the border into Wales and tour through Oswestry and 
Welshpool. The hotel treats us to a special New Year Gala Dinner this evening with more 
live entertainment into the night. 
Friday A fond farewell from our hosts as we head homewards, calling into Cribbs 
Causeway Mall for lunch and time to catch up on your Christmas shopping. Return to 
Dorset by late afternoon. 



A very special “All Inclusive” package to Scotland to enjoy the best Christmas Markets in the country 
combined with a full programme of entertainment. Tumble into a magical Winter Wonderland in the 
fairytale Scottish cities with an explosion of twinkling lights, enchanting sounds, mouth-watering 
flavours and lots of festive fun. Our chosen hotel base is no less special – a historic venue dating back to 
the 1700’s and situated on the edge of The Trossachs National Park. This special “All Inclusive” 
arrangement offers: Breakfast, Dinner and packed lunch in resort, Wine with dinner, Free bar* each 
evening, Live musical entertainment, A Scottish weaponry show, A “Christmas Eve” cream tea, A “Christmas   
Day” traditional dinner, A visit from Santa, A “Hogmanay” dinner and the highlight is sure to be a Christmas Carol concert performed onboard a vintage 
Cruise Steamer!

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel, 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ 4 x Breakfast & Dinner 

/ 3 x Lunch, Wine with Dinner 

/ Free Bar (select brands) 

/ Themed meals and Entertainment 

/  Steamer cruise with carols 

/ Entry to Kelingrove 

/ Cream Tea / Hot Toddy 

/ Porterage 

Scotland Carols on the Loch -  
All Inclusive! 
5 Days – Monday 21st to Friday 25th November

Holiday Hotel 
The Winnock Hotel, Drymen 
Formerly a coaching inn and lovingly restored to a comfortable 3 star standard while still retaining its historic charm. The Winnock provides 70 beautiful bedrooms, all equipped 
with private bathroom with toiletries, hairdryer, satellite TV, phone, iron/board, tea tray and free wifi. The Merlin Restaurant provides traditional British specialities with a Scottish 
breakfast, packed lunch if on tour or soup & sandwich lunch at the hotel, and a 3 course evening dinner with wine included. The Ptarmigan Bar features a log fire and offers a free 
bar from 7:30pm to 10:30 pm each evening for up to £15 worth* of alcoholic drinks per guest (selected brands). No lift but only ground and first floor rooms. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Monday Early morning start from Dorset with comfort 
breaks as appropriate to arrive Drymen early evening. 
Porterage of bags - A welcome drink – Dinner with wine 
– Free bar. 
Tuesday – “Christmas Eve” Edinburgh Christmas Market 
– Today we head to Scotland’s capital city to explore 
the sights and enjoy shopping in its fabulous Christmas 
Market. A packed lunch is provided. Back at the hotel 
there is a cream tea waiting for you in the 
conservatory. Dinner in the restaurant – Free Bar – Live 
musical entertainment into the night. 
Wednesday – “Christmas Day” Morning free to enjoy 
pretty Drymen. Soup and sandwich lunch at hotel. This 
afternoon drive to Loch Katrine and board the world-
famous vintage steam ship “Sir Walter Scott” – at 120 
years old she exudes a historic elegance on this 

stunning loch. We shall be regaled by live carol singers 
during our voyage – an unforgettable experience. This 
evening brace yourself for a traditional Christmas 
dinner with all the trimmings – Visit from Santa - Free 
Bar – a Scottish weaponry display with swords, kilts and 
story-telling. 
Thursday – “New Years Eve” Morning visit to 
Kelvingrove Art Gallery & Museum near Glasgow – 22 
themed galleries displaying over 8000 items. Packed 
lunch included. In the afternoon move on to the city 
centre to enjoy the festive atmosphere of the 
Christmas market. Back at the hotel this evening there 
is a traditional “Hogmanay” dinner and Scottish show – 
Free bar. 
Friday A farewell hot toddy before departure from the 
hotel – heading homewards with comfort breaks as 
required, to return to Dorset that evening. 

5 Days  

£449 
SRS: £80
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The Christmas Spectacular Show at Thursford has, for many years, been one of our best sellers. 
The show creates a magical Christmas of yester-year – a time of love, hope and giving. The one 
element that encapsulates the spirit of Christmas more than any other is music and this show is 
truly the ultimate Christmas musical experience.  Combined with dazzling dancers, beautiful 
costumes and singing from a cast of over 100 – this show would not be out of place in any of 
London’s west end theatres!  This year we have been fortunate to secure a rare group booking at the exclusive Heacham Manor –  
a luxurious hotel venue idyllically set in countryside on the North Norfolk coast. 

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel. 

/ 3 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Porterage  

/ Glassmaking demo 

/ Ticket for Thursford Show 

Thursford Christmas Spectacular 
4 Days – Friday 25th to Monday 28th November

Holiday Hotel 
Heacham Manor Hotel, Heacham 
A country house built in 1680 and awarded Grade 2 listed status, situated in a prime location on the spectacular Norfolk coast. Bedrooms are tastefully decorated in the 
traditional style of a manor house, with heavy drapes, rich colours and dark woods. They all provide private bathroom with free toiletries, hairdryer, digital TV/radio, telephone, tea 
tray and free wifi. Delicious meals are freshly prepared by a talented and passionate kitchen team and consist of a full cooked breakfast and 3 course evening dinner with menu 
choices. There is a comfortable bar in which to socialise and a boutique spa that offers beauty treatments, hot tub and steam room. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset to St Albans for 
lunch - an historic city boasting a magnificent cathedral 
containing the shrine of St Alban.  Resume that 
afternoon, across country to Heacham and enjoy a hot 
drink while the bags are portered for you. 
Saturday – After breakfast make a visit to Langham 
Glass near Fakenham – enjoy a fascinating 
demonstration of glassmaking and browse the shop for 
Christmas gifts. Later make the short drive to 
Thursford to watch the awesome Christmas 
Spectacular Show starting at 2pm* - An extravaganza 
of non-stop singing, dancing, music, humour and 
variety. It’s a fast moving celebration of the festive 
season featuring an eclectic mix of both seasonal and 
year round favourites. This is the biggest Christmas 

show of its kind in Europe! Duration is 3 hours including 
a short intermission. (*subject to availability - may 
swap to evening show) 
Sunday A sightseeing drive along the spectacular 
North Norfolk coast, where huge expanses of flat sand 
are inhabited by seal colonies and huge flocks of 
migrating birds. Fragrant pine woodland has been 
planted to stabilise the dunes. Pretty villages such as 
Burnham Market and Wells-next-the-Sea offer narrow 
streets, old alleys and hidden yards to discover. We 
shall also visit Little Walsingham, known as “England’s 
Nazareth” and one of Europes great pilgrimage centres 
in the middle ages.  
Monday Homeward bound with a stop for lunch in 
Windsor. Return to Dorset by early evening.  

3 Days  

£449 
SRS: £70
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The land of German fairy tales – come and be enchanted by the magical and charming Harz Mountains in 
Winter. Standing on the border of what was once East and West Germany it is an area peppered with small 
towns where splendid half-timbered buildings reflect the prosperous past of the region. Inspirational 
landscapes form the setting of some of the world’s most renowned children’s stories – the castles, towers and 
picturesque villages give a fairytale sensation. Inevitably dusted with snow at this time of year, our tour will 
feature authentic German Christmas Markets, a Steam Train ride to the top of a snowy mountain and a 
traditional Horse-drawn Sleigh ride. The Harz in Winter promises memories for a lifetime!

Holiday Highlights 
/ All coach travel 

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings 

/ 2 x overnight hotel Gelsenkirchen 

/ 5 nights hotel Braulage 

/ Half board meals 

/ Braulage welcome & porterage 

/ Return Brockenbahn train fare 

/ Sleigh ride 

/ Entry to Stave Church 

Harz Mountains Winter Wonderland 
8 Days – Saturday 3rd to Saturday 10th December

Holiday Hotel 
Maritim Berghotel Braunlage 
A large four star hotel situated at the heart of the Harz Nature Reserve and surrounded by spruce forest at the foot of Mount Wurmberg. All of the spacious bedrooms have a 
balcony, private bathroom, hairdryer, TV with English channels, phone, fridge, table/chairs and free wifi.  The "Pfaffenstieg" Restaurant provides a substantial buffet 
breakfast and varied menu of evening dinners. There is a lounge bar and an Old English Pub in which to socialise and a top floor coffee shop with amazing views.  A heated 
indoor pool, gym and sauna caters for the energetic.  A lift serves all floors, though occasional steps may be encountered.  Room service is available and porterage provided. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday Very early morning departure from Dorset via 
Eurotunnel crossing to Calais. Onwards through 
Belgium into Germany for overnight stay at Maritim 
Hotel Gelsenkirchen with dinner and breakfast. 
Sunday Continue eastwards passing Kassel and into 
the bewitchingly beautiful Harz Mountains. 
A welcome drink on arrival at our hotel while the bags 
are portered, followed by dinner. 
Monday This morning we shall visit The Gustav Adolf 
Stave Church near Hahnenklee – a beautiful 
reproduction of a traditional Norwegian wooden church 
built in 1907. Continue to Goslar, the former Imperial 
capital of Northern Germany which hosts a famous 
Christmas Market in the shape of a star. The Christmas 
Forest in the market square features 36 fir trees 
illuminated with thousands of lights. Colourful half 
timbered houses, narrow cobblestone alleyways, 
ancient churches and soaring towers make up the 
towns medieval façade. 
Tuesday The first highlight of today is a horse-drawn 
sleigh ride from Braunlage through the picturesque 
Harz Mountain landscape – about 90 minutes riding 
through pillows of shinning white snow enjoying the 
untouched nature of the park. Later we drive to 
Wernigerode, full of timber houses with a remarkable 
15th century town hall at its centre and overlooked by 

a 12th century castle.  The Christmas market offers 
traditional food and local crafts and is crowned by a 30 
foot Christmas Tree. 
Wednesday A winding drive through the deepest 
valleys of the Harz Mountains to Quedlinburg, first 
capital of Germany in 919 AD. It is crammed full of 
ancient historic buildings and narrow streets with a 
12th century abbey and Abbesses palace full of art and 
treasures. It has Germanys largest collection of wooden 
houses and offers several unique museums. 
Thursday This morning you might choose to take the 
cable car from the town up to the top of the Wurmberg 
mountain for stunning mountain vistas.  In the 
afternoon a short drive brings us to Drei Annen Hohne 
where we shall board the world famous Brockenbahn 
steam railway for a Winter Wonderland experience par-
excellence. The 700 horsepower steam engine will 
haul its train of period carriages to the top of the 
Brocken – the highest peak in Northern Germany at 
1125 metres. At the summit is the “cloud cabin” built in 
1736, the Brockenhaus Museum and a hotel/inn, not to 
mention more spectacular panoramic views.   
Friday We bid a fond farewell to our hosts and head 
West across Germany for overnight stop at Maritim 
Hotel Gelsenkircken with dinner & breakfast. 
Saturday To Calais for Eurotunnel crossing to 
Folkestone and return to Dorset that night. 

8 Days  

£899 
SRS: £75
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For Christmas 
2022 the 
magnificent Royal 
Botanic Gardens at Kew will 
once again be transformed into 
a magical after-dark explosion 
of festive lights.  An enchanting 
world full of seasonal cheer 
beneath tree canopies 
drenched in Christmas colour. 
Follow a one mile long sparkling trail of over 1 million twinkling lights, 
illuminating heritage trees and historical buildings through the gardens. 
Fairy-tale meets fantasy in a world of singing trees, larger than life 
flora, ribbons of light, giant baubles and a flickering fire garden. The 
famous Palm House leaps into life with a dazzling show of laser beams, 
jets of light and kaleidoscopic projections. At the end of the trail you 
are greeted by the scent of mulled wine, mince pies, enticing stalls and 
a traditional carousel.

The magic of 
time travel will 
be performed 
once again as Dunster, 
the medieval village on 
Exmoor, turns out the 
electric streetlights and 
replaces them with the 
glow of candles and 
lanterns – street 
entertainers, bands, morris dancers, a   
Victorian roundabout and stalls selling food and drink will fill the 
narrow High Street. In Dunster they are managing to recapture some of 
the old innocence and many of the delights of Christmas that the 
monster of commercialism has robbed us of. There couldn’t be a better 
village to host the event, with its centuries old unchanged street plan, 
the medieval yarn market and the great castle towering on its tor – a 
warm ambient glow descends to celebrate the days of old.

Dunster by 
Candlelight 
3 Days – Friday 2nd to Sunday 4th December

Christmas at Kew 
2 Days – Saturday 10th to Sunday 11th December 
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Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 2 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Cream tea at hotel 

/ Porterage 

(Shuttle bus fare not included) 

 

3 Days  

£219 
SRS: £30

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 1 night hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Entry to Kew Christmas Lights 

 

 

2 Days  

£179 
SRS: £30

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset to Lynton & Lynmouth – the historic twin 
resorts on the North Devon coast where Exmoor meets the sea. After time for 
sightseeing and lunch drive over the moody moors to our hotel in Tiverton with a 
scrummy cream tea on arrival while the bags are portered. 
Saturday Morning visit to Barnstaple, an ancient town famous for its traditional 
Pannier Market. A walking trail takes in 17th century alms houses, churches and 
chapels and the old bridge over the River Taw. Return to the hotel for a 3 course 
lunch (instead of dinner). This afternoon drive to Minehead where we board a shuttle 
bus for the 15 minute ride into Dunster by 5:00pm. (bus fare is payable approx. £5 
return). You arrive after dark with the town illuminated by the soft glow of candles 
and lanterns. At 7pm a procession of soldiers with flaming torches and drums will 
cause some excitement. The small shops, cafes and pubs are open. Christmas music 
and song will drift across the streets. Costumed characters, magicians and 
entertainers will surprise and delight. Board the shuttle bus at 8:00pm to re-join your 
Bluebird Coach at Minehead. Coach transfer back to hotel late that evening. 
Sunday After a lie-in and late breakfast drive to Exeter with time for shopping and 
lunch. This afternoon call into Otter Nurseries where the Christmas displays will be 
fully formed. Return to Dorset late that afternoon. 

Holiday Hotel 
Best Western Tiverton Hotel 
Expect warm smiles, genuine service and high standards of accommodation in the 
heart of Devon at this 69 bedroom hotel set in mature gardens. Bedrooms are 
spacious and all provide private bathroom, free toiletries, hairdryer, telephone, 
TV/radio, iron/board, tea tray and free wifi. The Gallery Restaurant is a relaxed 
venue providing plentiful meals using fresh local ingredients and the cosy lounge 
bar is the perfect place to relax with a cold drink or tea/coffee. No lift but only 
ground and first floors. 

Holiday Hotel 
Holiday Inn M4/J4 
A modern contemporary hotel ideally situated close to Heathrow and thus 
convenient for Kew. The fully soundproofed bedrooms all provide private bathroom, 
hairdryer, free toiletries, phone, television with movie channels, air-conditioning, 
safe, iron, tea-tray and free wifi. There is a lift to all floors. A 3 course buffet dinner 
is served in the restaurant for dinner, and a full cooked breakfast the next morning.  
There is a choice of two bars in which to relax, or the energetic can use a small 
fitness room.

Holiday Itinerary 
Saturday Morning departure from Dorset we shall visit the fabulous Christmas Market 
at Winchester with time for lunch. Continue to our hotel near Heathrow with a mid-
afternoon check-in.  We shall make our way to Kew by 5pm and have a pre-booked 
group entry time slot of 5:30pm (sunset is around 4pm) – a sparkling path will wind its 
way through the gardens in a magical after-dark experience. Enjoy a warming hot 
chocolate or gluhwein from stalls along the trail. Leaving Kew at 7:30pm to drive back 
to the hotel where a late 3 course dinner awaits in the restaurant.  
Sunday After a leisurely breakfast drive into Central London with time to admire the 
Oxford Street Christmas displays, finish off your Christmas shopping and take lunch.  
Across Park Lane in Hyde Park you can visit the  “Winter Wonderland” - a specially 
themed attraction that is free to enter and includes a German Market with over 50 
chalet stalls, Cafes & Bars, London’s largest outdoor ice rink, A Circus big-top, rides 
and slides, Giant ferris wheel, and Santaland .  Leave London at 2:30pm and return to 
Dorset by early evening. 



When we organise a Christmas Holiday we know it has to be something really special to do 
justice to this magical time of year.  We have selected the charming and friendly town of  
St Johann – a traditional Alpine resort where the fantastic 4 star Bruckenwirt Hotel provides 
luxurious accommodation and facilities backed by a warm welcome from the Nocker family.  
The hotel pulls out all the stops to make this a Christmas to remember with unique attractions 
and some festive specials. Imagine snow capped peaks, forested hills, shimmering lakes and a steam train   
ride and it is easy to understand why Austria is one of the world’s top tourist destinations and a natural choice to   
enjoy your Traditional Austrian Christmas celebration!  

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel  

/ Return Eurotunnel crossings   

/ 2 x overnight in Saarbruecken  

/ 5 nights hotel accommodation in St Johann  

/  Half board meals throughout 

/ Welcome drink at St Johann 

/ 3 course Lunch on 25th / Snack buffet on 24th 

/ Coffee & cake on 23rd / Pinzgauer train fare 

/ Sleigh ride  

/ Porterage at all hotels  

Christmas in Austria 
8 Days - Wednesday 21st to Wednesday 28th December

Holiday Hotel 
Bruckenwirt Hotel, St Johann im Pongau 
A superb 4 star rated hotel under the personal supervision of the Nocker family since 1933. Bedrooms provide breath-taking views and are equipped with private bathroom with 
toiletries, hairdryer, satellite television, phone, safe and a luxury comfortable bed.  Every morning is a good morning at the extensive continental breakfast buffet and dinner is a 
3 course gastronomic delight in the elegant yet informal restaurant. There is a traditional style country tavern in which to socialise, landscaped gardens, steam room, sauna, gym 
and massage – the hotels outdoor swimming pool is heated to 32 degrees C all year. Wifi is available throughout the hotel and a lift serves all floors.

Holiday Itinerary 
Wednesday Early morning departure from Dorset via 
Eurotunnel to Forbach, Germany.  Overnight at Mercure 
Forbach Hotel with dinner and breakfast. 
Thursday From Forbach to St Johann, Austria with a 
welcome drink on arrival. After settling in enjoy a 3 
course set dinner plus salad buffet in the restaurant. 
Friday This morning we shall enjoy a horse-drawn 
sleigh ride through the snow covered fields and forests 
around St Johann – a romantic experience in good 
company through the idyllic Kitzbuheler Alpen. Your 
sleigh driver in authentic costume and the impressive 
team of horses are always pleased to pose for photos. 
Surely a highlight of your holiday!  Traditional coffee 
and cake will be served back at the hotel this 
afternoon. 
Saturday Drive to Zell am See, an instant heart-stealer 
of delightful surprises and breath-taking lake views. 
After lunch join the Pinzgauer Lokalbahn steam railway 
for a nostalgic and scenic journey from Zell to 
Mittersall through one of the loveliest valleys of Tyrol – 
chuffing through the snow - a special occasion that 

even the locals turn out to wave! Back at the hotel this 
afternoon we are treated to a traditional afternoon 
snack buffet. A Christmas Eve dinner is served in the 
restaurant. Church services are available in the village 
afternoon & evening. 
Sunday Christmas morning at leisure to exchange gifts, 
relax in the sauna or maybe take a stroll into the 
village.  A 3 course lunch is included. This afternoon it 
might be possible to take a cable car ride from the 
village up the mountain to enjoy the panoramic views. 
This evening brace yourself for a special Gala 
Christmas dinner after which the hotel director will 
regale us with traditional story-telling. 
Monday Enjoy a scenic tour around Austria’s Lake 
District. We shall visit the three most popular – 
Mondsee, Attersee and Wolfgangsee which include 
such sights as the baroque church that featured in 
“The Sound of Music” film and the famous “White 
Horse Inn” an unforgettable setting on the lake shore. 
Breathe in the clear alpine air and enjoy a strudel while 
sat beside the lakeside. 
 

Tuesday Our hosts bid us a fond farewell. Drive to 
Germany for overnight stay at Mercure Forbach with 
dinner and breakfast. 
Wednesday From Forbach through Eurotunnel and back 
to Dorset that evening. 

8 Days  

£999 
SRS: 150
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We understand that a Christmas holiday has to be something a bit special to do justice to this 
magical time of year – not just a chance to be spoilt and let someone else do the washing up. We 
have selected this luxury Christmas package based in the beautiful Shropshire countryside. This 
is a traditional British Christmas with all the expect trimmings, entertainment, amazing spa 
facilities and a programme of sightseeing to fully appreciate your surroundings. Tucked away 
between the English and Welsh borders the region is a sheer delight, unspoilt, undeveloped and retaining an air of “yester-year”. 

Holiday Highlights 

/ All coach travel 

/ 4 nights hotel accommodation 

/ Half board meals 

/ Christmas Day Lunch 

/ Entertainment/Activities 

/ Pantomime Ticket 

/ Entry to Blists Hill museum 

Christmas in Shropshire 
5 Days – Friday 23rd to Tuesday 27th December 

Holiday Hotel 
Telford Hotel & Golf Resort 
This luxurious 4 star venue is set in 170 acres of landscaped grounds and golf course and overlooks the spectacular UNESCO World Heritage Site of Ironbridge Gorge. Bedrooms 
are contemporary with luxurious touches and provide private bathroom with free toiletries, hairdryer, TV with movie channel, phone, radio, tea tray, iron/board, safe and comfy 
seating. The restaurant serves classic British dishes accompanied by glorious views of the surrounding countryside. The Gorge Bar is a great place to socialise and enjoy a 
selection of fine wines and beers. The Health Club offers a stunning indoor heated swimming pool, steam room, sauna and gym. There are treatment rooms for massage, facials 
and manicure - you are invited to savour the sensation of complete and utter serenity and relaxation within. The hotel will be decorated for Christmas and a programme of 
traditional entertainment and activities is included (see itinerary). A lift serves all floors and room service is available. 

Holiday Itinerary 
Friday Morning departure from Dorset across the 
Severn Bridge and through the picturesque Wye Valley 
to Hereford for lunch. Continue to Telford where you 
are warmly welcomed with tea and mince pies while to 
bags are portered. Enjoy a superb 3 course dinner this 
evening. 
Saturday – (Christmas Eve) A leisurely breakfast with 
time to maybe enjoy the hotel leisure facilities. At 
midday drive in to Telford centre and take your seats at 
The Place Theatre for a matinee performance of its 
annual pantomime – a traditional story with dazzling 
costumes , stunning sets and audience participation 
aplenty – Oh yes it is! Return to hotel for a 3 course 
dinner followed by fun in the games room. Our coach 
can convey you to a local church for mid-night mass if 
required – mince pies and milled wine will be waiting on 
return. 
Sunday - (Christmas Day) Merry Christmas! After 
breakfast you can open your presents and enjoy a stroll 

around the grounds which will hone your appetite for 
the banquet to come. A traditional Christmas lunch is 
served with a visit from Santa. At 3pm watch the 
Queens speech with tea and Christmas cake. A lighter 
buffet supper is provided this evening – Phew! 
Monday - (Boxing Day) We visit Blists Hill Victorian 
Town in the picturesque Ironbridge Gorge. A recreation 
of a late 19th century town – traditional shops, cosy 
cottages, workshops and tradespeople in period 
costumes all themed for Christmas. Later we shall 
enjoy a scenic drive alongside Wenlock Edge to Church 
Stretton, sometimes called “Little Switzerland”. A short 
stop in the pretty town of Ludlow, still set around its 
medieval street plan – an official “slow town” that 
avoids the hustle of modern life. Back at the hotel this 
evening enjoy a carvery dinner followed by some 
entertainment. 
Tuesday After breakfast we bid our farewells and shall 
head homewards with a stop in the beautiful cathedral 
city of Worcester. Return to Dorset by early evening. 

5 Days  

£679 
SRS: £150
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